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Dedication

Dawn Kidd

The 2005 Town Report

is

Pugh

dedicated to two individuals that together exemplify

Belmont's continued volunteerism. Frankie

combined

Frankie

21 years as Trustees to the

Pugh and Dawn Kidd have served

a

Belmont Public Library.

Together they have overseen the creation of a devoted children's room, the
expansion of the library's collection, public computer and internet access, automation
of the carti catalog system, hanciicap accessibility, and the children's reading program

As two members of our Trustee Board, they performed their responsibilities
quietly and anonymously because of their love for the Library and Belmont. Frankie
Pugh workeci long hours as a CEO while being a Trustee for twelve years. Dawn Kidd
has endured physical difficulties and beyond while acting as chairman during her
tenure.

with great honor that the Belmont Board of Selectmen dedicates this year's
Report to Frankie Pugh and Dawn Kidd. We wish you well in your retirement.
It is
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Town of Belmont Telephone Directory
ency Numbers:

Town

of

Belmont Teleph one Directory
267-8300
267-8302
267-8300
267-8300
267-8302
267-8300
267-8135
267-8301

Supervisors of the Checklist

Tax Collector
Town Accountant

Town Administrator
Town Clerk
Town Treasurer
Trustees of Trust Funds

Water Department
Zoning Board of Adjustment

Town

c^f

267-8300

K. Jeanne

Beaudin

Carol Lacasse

N ikki

Wheel er
Suzanne Roberts
David McLelland,
Candace Daigle
J.

Sr.

Belmont Business Hours

Monday through Friday
Belmont Town Offices
Belmont Fire Department Monday through Sunday
Monday
Belmont Library
Tuesday

7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

24-Hours
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Wednesday

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Thursday

12:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Friday
Saturday

10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Town

New Year's Day

Brenda Paquette
Carol Lacasse
Brenda Paquette

of

9:00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m.

Belmont Legal Holidays

(Monday, January

2"'^,

2006)

Day
Day
Memorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas Day

Civil Right's

President's

January 1^'
January 16*
February 20*

May 29*
4*
September 4*
October 9*
November 10*

July

November 23"''^
November 24*
December 25*

Schedule of Committee Meetings

Board of Selectmen
Budget Committee (Nov. -Feb.)
Cemetery Trustees
Conservation Committee
Fire Department
Library Trustees

First

& Third Monday

Every Tuesday
As Required
First

Wednesday

Second Monday
As Required

5:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Town of Belmont Telephone Directory
Old

Home Day Committee

As Required

& Fourth Monday
Required
Required
Required
Required
Fourth Wednesday

Second

Planning Board
Recreation Commission

Sewer Commission
Supervisors of Checklists
Trustees of Trust Funds

Zoning Board of Adjustment
All

meeting days and times are subject
to

be posted at

7:00 p.m.

As
As
As
As

Town

First

to change, please

7:00 p.m.

watch

for

Agendas

Hall and the Belmont Post Office.

Congressional District
Councilor District

First

Fourth State Senatorial District
United States Senators

Representative in Congress

Judd Gregg ( mailbox@gregg.senate.gov )
John Sununu ( mailbox@sununu.senate.gov )

Jeb Bradley
Charles Bass

New Hanipshire

State Senator of

Executive Councilor

Robert Boyce

Raymond Burton

Representatives to the General Court

Governor

James

Pilliod of

Johii H.

Thomas

of

NH

The Honorable John Lynch

Belmont
of Belmont

History of Belmont

Granted

May

20, 1727, as a part of

Gilmanton

Incorporated June 21, 1859, as Upper Gilmanton
Incorporated June 24, 1869, as Belmont

Land 29.8 square miles
Water: 1.6 square miles

Total Area:

Population:

1970
1980
1990
1999
2000
2003

Census 2,493
Census 4, 026
Census 5,796

OSP 6,313
Census 6,716

OEP 7,103

Telephone Directory 2005

Town of Belmont Telephone Directory
Dates to

Remember

January 1 Fiscal Year Begins
January 25 First day for candidates to declare for Town election
February 3 Last day for candidates to declare for Town election
March 1 Last day to file for abatement for previous year's property taxes
March 14 Annual Town Meeting Elections

March 18 Annual Town Meeting
March 10 Annual School District Meeting
April 1 All real property assessed to owner this date
April 15 Veteran's Credit and Elderly Exemption Applications Due
April 15 Last day for taxpayers to apply for Current Land Use Assessment
July 1 First

in

accordance with RSA 79-A:5, II
half of semi-annual tax billing commences to draw interest at 12%

December

1

Unpaid

real estate taxes

December 31

commence

to

draw

interest at

12%

Fiscal year closes

Telephone Directory 2005
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF BELMONT IN THE COUNTY OF
BELKNAP, IN THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN
AFFAIRS.

You

are hereby notified to

Belmont

to

meet

for the 2006

Annual Town Meeting

of the

Town

of

be holden in two sessions as follows:

FIRST SESSION
The FIRST SESSION shall be holden at the Roland S. Kimball Auditorium, Belmont
Middle School, Belmont, New Hampshire on the 14'^^ day of March next, between the
hours of 8:00 o'clock in the forenoon and 7:00 o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the
following subjects:

1.

Election of Officers

The Planning Board Supports and Recommends the following Amendments:
2.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by the Planning Board for
town Zoning Ordinance as follows?

the

To allow one accessory apartment

to

be created as a matter of right within single family

dwellings in the Residential Multi-Family, Rural and Village Zones; such accessory apartments
shall also be allowed in the Residential Single-Family Zone, but only with a Special Exception

from the Zoning Board. These accessory apartments will no longer be limited to occupancy by
immediate family members. The accessory apartment must have at least 300 square feet of
space, but is limited to no more than 25% of the total size of the combined single family
dwelling unit and apartment. The apartment may have no more than 2 bedrooms and either
the single family unit or the accessory apartment must be occupied by the owner of the
property. Minimum standards for parking, sewage, building construction, fire and Ufe safety
are also required.

NO

YES
3.

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as proposed by the Planning Board for
town Zoning Ordinance as follows?

the

Clarify the existing definition of "Frontage" so that vehicular access to the developed portion of

the lot shall be located along said frontage, with the goal of providing safe and reasonable year

round access

to buildable lots.

NO

YES

m
B1

®
SECOND SESSION
Town of Belmont, New Hampshire
Annual Meeting Warrant March

You

18,

2006

meet at the Roland S. Kimball Auditorium, Belmont
Hampshire on the 18* day of March next at 10:00 o'clock

are hereby notified to

Middle School, Belmont, New
in the forenoon to act upon the following

subjects:

To see if the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
seven hundred thousand dollars ($700,000) for purpose of purchasing a
Ladder/ Pumper Truck, and to authorize the issuance of not more than $700,000 of
bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33)
and to authorize the municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and
Article #1.

to

determine the rate of interest thereon (2/3 ballot vote required).

recommends $700,000 and

(The Budget Committee

support

this

Article #3.

do not

recommendation.)

To hear and

Article #2.

the Board of Selectmen

To

see

how

act

the

upon

Town

the reports of Boards and Committees.
will vote to

expend the income from the John M.

Sargent Trust Fund.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept a
Warranty Deed from the Winnisquam Fire Department, a voluntary corporation
chartered by the State of New Hampshire on June 22, 1950, to the land and buildings
Article #4.

known

as

Tax

Map

104 Lot 025 located on Sunset Drive in Belmont,

New

Hampshire,

"Boundary Survey for Winnisquam Fire
Department, Sunset Drive, Belmont, Belknap Co., New Hampshire" dated 6/2/99, and
recorded at the Belknap County Registry of Deeds at L42-025 on 10/02/02.
and as depicted on the plan

identified as

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept
the vehicle and equipment assets of the Winnisquam Fire Department, a voluntary
corporation chartered by the State of New Hampshire on June 22, 1950.
Article #5.

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept
the sum of $1 from the Winnisquam Fire Department, a voluntary corporation chartered
by the State of New Hampshire on June 22, 1950, and to raise and appropriate that sum
to be placed in the Fire/ Ambulance Equipment and Apparatus Special Revenue Fund
Article #6.

2006

B2

previously established in accordance with

RSA 31:95-c.

(The Budget Committee recommends $1 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #7.

To

see

if

the

Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred

and sixty-one thousand three hundred and ten dollars ($161,310) for the reconstruction
of highways, said appropriation to be funded by $161,310 from Highway Block Grant
funds provided by the State of New Hampshire.
(The Budget Committee

recommends $161,310 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #8.

To

see

if

the

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum of six

million

one hundred twelve thousand five hundred forty nine dollars ($6,112,549), which
represents the operating budget and is exclusive of all special and individual warrant
articles.

(The Budget Committee recommends $6,112,549 and the Board of Selectmen supports
$6,111,349.)

2005

Training

& MOeage

NHMA Dues
Professional Services

Equipment
Equip Repairs

& Maint

Copier Lease

Service

-

Supplies
Vehicle Allowance

Vehicle Fuel

Engineering Services

General Expense

TOTAL EXECUTIVE OFFICE

1

B

1

-

-

—

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
Health Insurance Alternative

2005

2006

2006

2006

Expended

Requested

Recommend

Recommend

Dept

Select

Bud

Comm

1

'

——___—__

).

^

^^1

2005

General Expense

TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENT

WINNISQUAM HRE DEPT
Time Call Pay
Salary-Training Pay
Salary

-

Part

Office Expense

Telephone

Uniforms/ Clothing
Electric

Heat
Water Rent

Sewer Rent

Computer
Conferences

Books

& Dues

& Subsriptions

Training Expenses

Equipment

Equipment Maint

& Repair

Medical Expenses

Winnisquam

Fire

Department

Supplies
Vehicle Repair

Equipment

& Parts

& Vehicle Fuel

Radio Repairs
General Expense

TOTAL WINNISQUAM FIRE DEFT
BUILDING INSPECTION
Salary-Building Inspector
Salary

-

Part

Time Clerk

Office Expenses

Telephone
Postage

Dues/ Membership
Professional Services

Vehicle Repair

& Maint

Vehicle Fuel
Tires

General Expense

2006

2006

2006

Expended

Requested

Recommend

Dept

Select

Recommend
Bud Comm

50408

51639

51639

51639

General Expense

474

10000

10000

10000

TOTAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

474

10000

10000

10000

2005

TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTION

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
CIVIL

DEFENSE

CIVIL DEFENSE

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Salary-Director

-

Public

Works

Telephone
Electric

Heating Fuel
Conferences

NH Occupational Testing
Office Supplies

Salary-Highway Supervisor
Salary-Equipment Operator 2
Salary-Equipment Operator 3
Salary-Equipment Operator 4
Salary-Equipment Operator 5

Salary-Equipment Operator 6
Salary-Mechanic
Salary-Laborer \ Water Tech

Time Hire
Salary-Part Time Secretary
Salary-Part

Salary-Overtime
Protective Clothing

Plow Maintenance & Repair
Equipment Maint & Repair
Uniforms/ Cleaning

Shop Supplies
Vehicle Repair

& Maint

Heavy Equipment Maint
Vehicle Fuel
Tires

Radio Equip

& Repairs

Street Signs
Street Painting

Seal Coating

Sand
Sweeping

& Repair

64771

©:
rf

Youth Services Bureau

New Beginnings

CTR

2005

2006

2006

2006

Expended

Requested

Recommend

Dept

Select

Recommend
Bud Comm

33254

33867

33867

28567

1500

1800

1800

1800

American Red Cross

2802

2840

2840

3840

Genesis Agency

6000

8950

8950

9950

83559

82259

-

Crisis

NH Helpline
TOTAL HEALTH AGENCIES

2000

77273

GENERAL ASSISTANCE ADMIN
Salary-General Assist Director

Telephone

Dues
Supplies

TOTAL GENERAL ASSIST ADMIN

39686

85559

2005

TOWN BEACH
Salary
Electric

Water Rent

Equipment
Maintenance
Supplies

TOTAL TOWN BEACH
LIBRARY
Salary-Library
Salary-Library Assistant

Employee

Benefits

General Expenses

TOTAL LIBRARY
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES

2005

2006

2006

2006

Expended

Requested

Recormnend

Recommend

Dept

Select

Bud Comm

21500

21500

21500

21500

15000

15000

15000

15000

Principal-Beach

16000

16000

16000

16000

TOTAL PRINCIPAL DEBT SERVICE

52500

52500

52500

52500

PRINCIPAL DEBT SERVICE
Principal Mill

Bond

Principal-Highway Garage

INTEREST DEBT SERVICE

Interest

Bond
Highway Garage

Interest

Bond-Beach

Interest Mill

TOTAL INTEREST DEBT SERVICE

4488

2005

2006

2006

2006

Expended

Requested

Recommend

Recommend

Dept

Select

CO IMPROVEMENTS BUILDINGS
Library Building Improvements

HS Salt Shed Addition
Town ADA Compliance

TOTAL CO IMPROV BUILDINGS

996

Bud

Comm

2005

CAP RES-HS Emergency Power Supply
CAP RES-HS Highway Reconstruction
CAP RES -Assessing/ Prop Tax
CAP RES Historical Society Expense
CAP RESA Water System Rep & Maint
CAP RES - Information Technology
TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE TRANSFERS

(B
the Board of Selectmen support this

recommends $125,000 and

(The Budget Committee

recommendation.)
Article #13.

To

provisions of
the

sum

see

RSA

if

the

Town

35:1 for the

Reserve Fund under the
and to raise and appropriate

will vote to establish a Capital

purpose of

BRATT

Phase

II

of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000). to be placed in this fund,

designate the Selectmen as agents to expend

further, to

money from this fund.

recommends $20,000 and

(The Budget Committee

and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Town

Reserve Fund under the
provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of Highway Reconstruction and Maintenance
and to raise and appropriate the sum of one hundred and thirty thousand dollars
($130,000) to be placed in this fund, and further, to designate the Selectmen as agents to
Article #14.

To

see

the

if

expend money from

this

(The Budget Committee

will vote to establish a Capital

fund.

recommends $130,000 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #15.

To

see

if

the

Town will vote to raise and

thousand dollars ($25,000) to

Fund previously

sum

twenty five
be placed in the Emergency Power Supply Capital Reserve
appropriate the

of

established (Created 2005).

(The Budget Committee

recommends $25,000 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #16.

To

see

seven thousand

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of seventy-

hundred dollars ($77,600) to be placed in the Property Revaluation
Capital Reserve Fund previously established (Created 2005).
six

(The Budget Committee

recommends $77,600 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #17.

To see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

thousand dollars ($30,000) to be placed in the

Fund previously

Town

and appropriate the sum of

thirty

Drainage Projects Capital Reserve

established (Created 2003).

(The Budget Committee

recommends $30,000 and

recommendation.)

B18

the Board of Selectmen support this

m
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty-five
thousand dollars ($65,000) to be placed in the Police Vehicles Capital Reserve Fund
previously established (Created 2002).
Article #18.

To

see

if

Town will

the

(The Budget Committee

recommends $65,000 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

and appropriate the sum of two
thousand dollars ($2,000) to be placed in the already established General Cemetery
Maintenance Fund governed under the provisions of RSA 31:19- A for the purpose of
cemetery maintenance, said amounts to be expendable at the discretion of the Cemetery
Article #19.

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

Trustees (Created 1997).

(The Budget Committee recommends $2,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #20.

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum

twenty
Bridge Repair and
of

thousand dollars ($25,000) to be placed in the Town
Maintenance Capital Reserve fund already established (Created 2003).

five

(The Budget Committee recommends $25,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #21.

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum

of fifty-eight

thousand dollars ($58,000) to be placed in the non-capital reserve account previously
established for the purpose of Information Technology (Created 2002).
(The Budget Committee recommends $58,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #22.

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of

sixty

thousand dollars ($60,000) to be placed in the Sidewalks Capital Reserve fund already
established (Created 2003).

(The Budget Comnnittee

recommends $60,000 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #23.

To

see

if

the

thousand dollars ($60,000) to
Capital Reserve

and appropriate the sum of sixty
be placed in the Highway Department Heavy Equipment

Town

Fund already

will vote to raise

established (Created 2002).

(The Budget Committee recommends $60,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

2006

(B
To

Article #24.

see

Town

the

if

will vote to raise

thousand dollars ($5,000) to be placed in the

and appropriate the sum of

five

Lamprey Cemetery Restoration Capital

Reserve Fund already established (Created 2005).
(The Budget Committee

recommends

$5,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #25.

To

see

Town will vote to raise and

sum

twenty five
the Library Building Improvements Capital

the

if

appropriate the

of

thousand dollars ($25,000) to be placed in
Reserve Fund already established (Created 2000).

recommends $25,000 and

(The Budget Committee

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #26.

To

see

Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty five

the

if

thousand dollars ($25,000) to be placed in the Road Inventory Layout Capital Reserve

Fund already

established (Created 2005).

recommends $25,000 and

(The Budget Committee

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

To

Article #27.

see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum

of thirty

thousand dollars ($30,000) to be placed in the Digital Radio Equipment Capital Reserve

Fund already

established (Created 2005).

(The Budget Committee recommends $30,000 and the Board of Selectmen support
recommendation.)
Article #28.

To

provisions of
raise

see

if

the

RSA 35:1

Town will

for

and appropriate the

fund, said

sum

to

is

agents to expend

Fund under the
the purpose of Water System Repair and Maintenance and to

sum

vote to establish a Capital Reserve

of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be placed in this

be offset by user's

money from

(The Budget Committee

this

fees,

and

further, to designate the

Selectmen as

this fund.

recommends $10,000 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)
Article #29.

To

Town will vote to dissolve
RSA 35-B:4 in 1971. The Board
powers conferred by RSA 35-B:l. The

see

if

the

established pursuant to
shall

assume the

upon the passage

the Recreation
of

Selectmen or

Commission
its

designee

dissolution shall be effective

of this article.

2006

B20

Article #30.

To

transact

any other business that may

Given under our hands and
lord two thousand and six.

seal this the

r^

Q

legally

come before

day

February

the meeting.

'

of

in the

year of our

Brian Watterson, Chairman

Li

ReoHnald Caldwell, Vice -Chairman

RonalcK-ormier,

Belmont Board

A True Copy of Warrant -

Jr

of Selectmen

Attest

Brian Watterson

Reginald Caldwell

Ronald Cormier,

Jr.

Belmont Board of Selectmen

We

rtt.

hereby certify that on the c^^ day February, 2006, we posted an attested
copy of the within Warrant at the place of meeting named herein and posted a like copy
at the Belmont Town Hall, the Belmont Post Office and the Lochmere Post Office, all
being public places in said Town.
^ L>y\Ayc^>*^

W

a/f7lZi<i»/^*

Brian Watterson, Chairman

r

RonaljKformier,

Belmont Board

Jr.

of Selectmen

2006

BUDGET OF THE TOWN
WITH A MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
OF: Belmont,

New Hampshire

BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24

Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January
or Fiscal Year

From

1

,

2006 to December 31 2006
,

^to

IMPORTANT:
Please read

1.

RSA 32:5

applicable to

all

municipalities.

Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended and not recommended
means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.

area.

This
2.

Hold

one public hearing on

at least

this

budget.

When

completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
placed on file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
at the address below.
3.

This form

was posted with the warrant on

(Date):

jp^ \^ntor>iJ /^-^

c3rr/^>

BUDGET COMMITTEE
Please sign

in ink.

^r
SL^^^SS

rr^

THIS

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT

FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O.

BOX 487, CONCORD, NH

03302-0487

(603)271-3397
MS-7
Rev. 08/05
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Belmont Conservation Commission

Annual Report-2005

"Tlie pin-pose of conservation: Tlie greatest

—

Gifford Pinchot,

first

good

to the greatest

number of people for

the longest time."

Director of the U.S. Forest Service

The year 2005 has been a very busy and somewhat challenging one for the Belmont
Conservation Commission. As we continue to try to preserve significant open space for
future generations of Belmont citizens, we find ourselves caught in a financial
quandary, "How do we purchase conservation easements or outright ownership of
large pieces of property with the limited funds that we have available?"
The
Conservation Fund, which is used for this purpose is funded by 100% of the Land Use
Change Tax charged when property comes out of current use. This is a "bitter-sweet"
source of funding. The more money we receive means that more open space is being
developed.
With a fund total of over $370,000 it might appear that we have an
adequate amount of money to purchase conservation easements and property.
However, with the current price of land and competing with developers to acquire
these valuable parcels, this fund will not buy much.

We were recently offered a 250 acre parcel of property within Belmont Village that
had exciting potential for the future of Belmont. However the cost to purchase this
property (even at the much reduced price we were offered) would have required that
Conservation Commission bring a bond before the citizens of Belmont at the 2006 or
2007 Town Meeting. Realizing the difficulties and costs involved in the purchase of a
parcel of this significance,

we

reluctantly voted not to pursue the purchase of this

property. While the future of this valuable acreage

is

in question,

look for more affordable properties for future acquisition.

we have

decided

to

The Commission has put

"Open Space Protection Plan" to help us in determining the "conservation
worth" of properties we consider. This plan includes of criteria such as; outstanding
together an

and/ or
recreation opportunities, important historical or archaeological significance, and
proximity to rivers, streams, wetlands and/ or aquifer(s). This plan will insure that any
potential purchase has been studied thoroughly before we enter into an agreement.
natural

resource

conservation

opportunity,

significant

public

education

Several people have met with the Commission to offer, at no cost to the town, the
open space acreage that is required as part of a cluster development. Much of it falls
within the Tioga River watershed, an area that the Commission has identified as high
priority for protection. The "connectivity" of these parcels is important to secure and
support wildlife corridors and un-fragmented riparian zones.

As we have been given

these parcels

and are looking

to acquire

even more, the

Conservation Commission Report 2005

proper stewardship (if this land is imperative. We are therefore entering into an
agreement with Watershed to Wildhfe, Inc., a Hcensed natural resource services
company to complete a Natural Resource Inventory for the town of Belmont. This
resource inventory was begun by our partnership with UNH seniors in conservation

and 2004. Watershed to Wildlife also has a very impressive client list
towns they have worked with on such projects; they also offer the opportunity

studies in 2003

of
to

develop individual land management plans.
Last year, the

Commission put together

a scholarship

program

Belmont students
The first
Maine which is known as
for

planning to study conservation or environmental programs in college.

Matt Pickowiccz is a freshinan at Unity College in
We are offering the
Congratulations Matt!
"America's Conservation College."
scholarship this year as well and encourage Belmont High School seniors to apply.
recipient.

We

methods of
informing the citizens of Belmont of what the Conservation Commission is doing, and
why we are doing it. If this grant is awarded to us, we will be able to coiTununicate
with Belmont citizens more frequently and effectively.
are currently in the process of requesting a grant that will help fund

In our capacity as advisors to the

Board

of

Selectmen and the Planning Board

we

attended meetings and public hearings this year and expressed our thoughts and
opinions on conservation issues concerning both our town and our neighboring towns.
Topics included aquifer protection issues, acquisition of open space and recycling to

name

a few.

we

one of our members and were fortunate to have another join us.
Joliri Peverly left us after three years with the Commission, and Scott Rolfe was
approved by the Selectmen and joined us in this year as an alternate member. Scott is a
licensed forester and very knowledgeable about conservation issues in our state.
Ginger Wells- Kay also moved from an alternate to a full member.
This year,

lost

We encourage

any interested citizens to attend our meetings on the first Wednesday
7:00PM at the Corner Meeting House. We currently have one alternate
member position open at this time. Please contact Rick Ball at the Land Use Office with
any questions you might have.
of each month,

Respectfully Submitted,

Ken Knowlton, Chairman
Mark Lewandoski

Ward

Denise Naiva

Brian Watterson, Selectmen's Rep.

Magnus McLetchie,

Alt.

Peterson, Vice

Ginger Wells-Kay

Chairman
Nancy Wederski

Scott Rolfe, Alt.

Conservation Commission Report 2005
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Belmont Heritage Commission

Annual Report 2005
The Belmont Heritage Commission was established by the voters of Belmont at
the 2004 annual town meeting.
A further vote at the 2005 annual town meeting
authorized the establishment of a Heritage Fund which allows the Heritage
Commission to accept and retain funds acquired by appropriation, gift or otherwise
which are to be retained in a non-lapsing account to be expended by the Heritage
Commission for its purposes without further approval of the voters.
During the year six meetings were held by the Commission as deemed needed.
Accomplishments during the year, in addition to several discussions relative to the
purposes and goals of the commission, include the following.
At the meeting held on January 13, 2005 the following Statement of Purpose was
adopted "The Belmont Heritage Commission will promote the proper recognition, use
and protection of the unique historic and natural resources of Belmont, and also
integrate preservation planning as a partnership with individuals, businesses. Town
Boards and other groups."

The Board prepared and submitted the nomination of Christopher Williams,
arcliitect for the Belmont Mill, for consideration for the 2005 Governor's Arts Award in
the "Lotte Jacobi Living Treasure" category. The Heritage Commission was pleased to
have the nomination endorsed by organizations, including: Belknap Mill, Canterbury
Shaker Village, NH Music Festival, NH Preservation Alliance, NH Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects (AIA), Squam Science Center, Meredith Public Library,
and the Deputy Director, State Division of Historical Resources.

The Board prepared the necessary petition and suggested wording for a State
Historical Marker for the Belmont Mill.
The completed application was
submitted and is being held by the State Division of Historical Resources pending
availability of funding. The Commission thanks the Belmont Historical Society for its
initiative and support gathering resident signatures for the required petition.

Highway

The Board held conversations with the New Hampshire Preservation Alliance
relative to applying for a grant for an architectural assessment of the Province Road
Meeting House. The Board looks forward to making application for this funding early
in 2006.

Heritage Commission 2005

Citizens are again encouraged to bring to our attention their concerns about
historic or cultural sites

anywhere

in

Belmont which are threatened or which lack

documentation and recognition.
Sincerely,

Wallace Rhodes, Chairman
Linda Frawley, Vice Chairman

Ronald Cormier, Selectmen's Representative
Diane Marden
Margaret Normandin

^•(QSi

Monument

Plioto Courtesy ot W.ill.u c

IxIi.hIi

Heritage Commission 2005
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Belmont Public Library Report
2005
It;:-

Books
Total

"I'l.T^-:-

&

Materials Circulated

Number

12,010

of Patrons

2,513

Holdings (items the Library owns
For patron use)
12.802

Public libraries play a vital

roll in

by providing the public with access

healthy communities as protectors of freedom

to materials

regardless of personal or political views
us... cherish... the

means

of

without censorship or disapproval,

and opinions.

knowledge. Let us dare

John

to read, think, speak,

Belmont Public Library continues to provide the community with
and services for entertaimnent, eiilightenment, and information.

Town

Adams

wrote, "Let

and

write."

a variety of materials

Belmont grows and becomes more diverse, it is challenging to
meet the needs of the public due to some limitations of space and accessibility. This
year, as a means of being more accessible, we have expanded into the Worldwide Web
on the Internet. Our Web address is ww^w. beImontpubliclibrary.org On it you will find

As

the

of

.

our catalog, calendar of events,

audio books, movies (both
In the Library

computer

use,

we

listing of

new

materials including magazines, books,

DVD and VHS), and helpful links to other valuable websites.

offer story times for children,

and Internet

programs

for adults, assistance

use.

Please celebrate your right to read and the liberty to enjoy "the

knowledge" provided by Belmont Public Library.
Library's vital roll in the

Respectfully submitted,

Jacqueline Gardner

Library Director

m

with

Town of Belmont.

means

of

Please continue to support the

Belmont Public Library Balance Sheet
1/1/2005 through 12/31/2005
INCOME
Book Sale

$728.45

Donations

$872.00

Gift Received

$465.00

Interest Inc.

$60.35

Operating Income

$57,091.36

TOTAL INCOME

$59,217.16

EXPENSES
Uncategorized

$0.00

Audio- tapes

$2,172.90

Books

$15,814.83

Catalog

$802.50

Check binder book

$29.48

Cleaning

$1,564.16

Computer

$2,456.00

Entertainment

$425.00

Equip. -electrical

$175.00

Furniture

$5,415.39

Insurance

$77.00

Meeting

$42.22

Membership

$2,094.95

Misc.
Petty

$252.00

Cash

$66.51

Receipts

$44.15

Remodeling Downstairs

$23.68

Rental

$35.00

Repairs

$834.15

Savings

$9,500.00

Seminar

$200.00

Service

$3,395.36

Storage

$485.00

Subscriptions

$1,723.88

Supplies

$2,567.81

Supplies-computer

$423.62

Utilities

Electric

$1,137.69

Water

$107.65

TOTAL Utilities

$1,245.34

Videos

$96.65

Void

$0.00

TOTAL EXPENSES
OVERALL TOTAL

$51,962.58
$7,254.58
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Belmont Old

Home Day 2005

"A Lifetime of Music"

A wonderful

highlight of

Old

Home Day

in

August was the awarding

of the

Town of Belmont.
Boston Post Cane
How appropriate, as Line's volunteerism and commitment to the Town have made
many past Old Home Days possible. This was a day to celebrate him!
to Lincoln Noel, the oldest living resident of the

Our theme this year was "A Lifetime of Music" In 2003, we featured jazz music.
2004, it was country. So for 2005, we found three unique bands to span the
.

In

generations. "The Bombers" helped us bring back

gave us

a

memories

of decades past, "Sanus"

glimpse of alternative rock/jazz, and the US
gaps with a little bit of country, rock, and pop!

Air Force Band "Afterburner"

filled in all of the

In the morning, we celebrated the 37th running of our challenging 10-mile road
Throughout the day, twenty-two vendors attracted a good crowd offering a wide
variety of food, jewelry, sports memorabilia, raffles, and information about area
offerings. Kids enjoyed the higlily-competitive Pedal Tractor Pull and Water Balloon
race.

Toss.

We had a

wonderful crowd gathered along Main Street in the afternoon for the
parade. Mini maracas, flutes, disco ball and peace sign necklaces were tossed into the
crowd to go along with our music theme. Thank you to all of the families,
school, sports and civic organizations that took the extra time to march,
enter floats, and drive their antique cars and tractors. You help us create a parade that
stands out from all of the rest, year after year!

The Amateur Talent Show was held on the bandstand following the parade
and made for a very enjoyable afternoon. It gave people a chance for some "dow^n time"
before the Fire Department's chicken BBQ and our evening activities.
Bryant Field was alive with music, laughter and the aroma of everything
yuiTtmy! Atlas Fireworks paid tribute to Pete Poire, a friend of

many who passeci away

Old Home Day. The bright and colorful fireworks
provided us with a perfect ending to a perfect day.

since our last

lit

up

the sky

Old

m
11

and

Home Day 2005

m

m

(B

Home Day Committee is looking for new volunteers to carry on

Note: The Old
this tradition. Several

new volunteers.

pages of detailed tasks have been created to ensure continuity for

way

back to the community in which you live and
to develop relationships with other conimunity members and organizations. Anyone
interested can call Sue Roberts at 267-8135 for more information.
It is

a great

to give

Old

12

Home Day 2005
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Belmont Parks and Recreation

Annual Report 2005
Belmont Parks and Recreation Committee
continue to offer programs for the Community. In February, sledding under
was offered on the Gale School Hill. Belmont Fire Department lit up the hill

Working
strived to

the lights

as a volunteer group, the

and children as well as adults enjoyed perfect sledding conditions.

One of the goals we had set for 2005 was to work cooperatively with other
Belmont Community Organizations. The first step to achieving this goal was a
Community Organization Meeting held in April. Many organizations within our
community attended a meeting facilitated by Alan Robichaud. A master contact sheet
was created to encourage networking. Our goal for 2006 is to hold similar meetings so
that

we may

continue to develop better networking and communication between

Belmont Organizations.

Egg Hunt was held on the grounds of Belmont Elementary
School. Nearly 100 children were in attendance to collect eggs and greet the Easter
Bunny. This program would not have been possible without the assistance of the
Belmont Police Explorers and Officer Sean Sullivan.
In April, an Easter

August gave us

beach day with "Mango Groove",
Roberts Town Beach. The music brought

a perfect

a steel

drum band

in boats from Lake
performing at the Leslie E.
activities,
while others sat
and
Winnisquam. Many beach goers participated in games
in the shade taking in the performance and wonderful, tropical sounds.

With the assistance of Brad Vormacka, Men's Pickup Basketball games were
started on the newly refurbished courts in Sargent Park and have continued at the
Belmont Middle School. This has become a very popular and well-attended program.
The Committee
Recreation Director

.

is

very excited with the hiring of Tanet Breton as a Parks and

In this part-time position, she will continue to offer

some

of the

add new and exciting ones for
try. We are very pleased to see the Belmont Community work cooperatively to
programs and events that bring the community together.

events and programs

we have

in the past, as well as

all

to

offer

The Belmont Police Explorers, and Brian Loanes and the Restorative Justice
Program have been instrumental in assisting us at events and with periodic clean up of
I
Volunteers are the backbone of Belmont Parks and Recreation.
Sargent Park.
encourage you to contact Janet Breton if you can assist in anyway.

13

has been a great two years as head of the Parks and Recreation Committee. I
would like to thank the following Committee Members for their dedication to making
Belmont a great community to be a part of: Rob Court, Brian Loanes, Jeff Marden,
It

Gretta Olson-Wilder, Teri

Wardner and

Phil

Wardner.

Respectfully submitted,

Tina Fleming

Parks and Recreation Committee Chairman

Plioto Court

Parks

^

1

L

i

1

tl

U

I

1

& Recreation Summer Beach Party

Leslie E. Roberts Recreation

August

7,

2005

Area

m
Vachon, Clukay & Co., pc
Certified Public

Accountants

45 Market Street
Marichester, New Hampshire 03101
(603) 622-7070

FAX: 622-1452

ENDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the Board of Selectman
Town of Belmont, New Hampshire

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, the
busmess-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of
Belmont, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 2004, which collectively comprise
the Town's basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial
statements based on our audit.
in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted m the United
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and the significant estimates made by

We

conducted our audit

States of America.

management, as well

as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

We

believe that our audit

provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to
the respective financial position of the

fund,

governmental

above present

activities, the

fairly, in all

matenal respects,

business-type activities, each major

and the aggregate remaining fund information of the To\\'n of Belmont. New Hampshire, as of
31, 2004, and the respective changes in financial position and cash flows, where applicable,

December

thereof for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States

of America.

As

to the basic
Note
Accounting Standards Board Statements Nos.
ended December 31. 2004.

described

in

The management's

1

financial
34, 37,

statements, the Towti adopted Governmental

38 and

GASB

Interpretation 6 during the year

discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison information on pages 3-7

and 31-32, respectively, are not a required part of the basic financial statements but are supplementary
the United States of America. We
information required by accounting principles generally accepted

m

have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of management
regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information.

However, we did not

audit the information

and express no opinion on

it.

purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that
collectively comprise the Town of Belmont, New Hampshire's basic financial statements. The combining
nonmajor fund statements are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of

Our

audit

was conducted

the basic financial statements.

m

for the

The combining nonmajor fund

financial statements

have been subjected

to

2004 Audit Report

m

the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, are fairly
stated in

all

material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

/a^'
April 1,2005

r

fix

C

J
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TOWN OF BELMONT, >fEW HAMPSHIRE
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Year Ending December 31, 2004

&

Analysis Report for the Town of Belmont
Management Discussion
2004. The responsibility for accuracy of the data, the completeness and
fairness of this documentation (including all disclosures) rests with management. To the best of our
knowledge and belief, the data contained herein is accurate in material aspects. This report and its
content has been designed to fairly present the Town's financial position, including the result of

Presented herewith please find the
for the year ending

operations of

all

December

3

1

the funds of the

,

Town.

and to assist the reader
have been included.

All the disclosures necessary to enable

acquiring an accurate understanding of the Town's financial activities

in

is responsible for establishing accounting and internal control structures
designed to ensure that the physical, data, informational, intellectual, and human resource assets of the
Town are protected from loss, theft and misuse, and to ensure that adequate accounting information is
maintained and reported m conformity with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
Management also strives to ensure that these assets are put to good and effective use. The internal control
structure is designed to provide reasonable assurances that these objectives are attained.

The Town's management

Overview of the Financial Statements
The

financial statements presented herein include all of the activities of the

integrated approach as prescribed

This discussion and analysis
statements.

1

2.

3.

The

is

by

GASB Statement

Town

of Belmont using the

34.

intended to serve as an introduction to the

Town of

Belmont's financial

basic financial statements comprise three components:

Government-wide financial statements
Fund financial statements
Notes to the basic financial statements
in addition to the financial statements.

This report also contains supplementary information

Government-Wide Financial Statements

The government-wide financial statements are designed to pro\nde readers with
Town's finances, in a manner similar to most private-sector companies.
The statement of

net assets presents information on

all

Over

difference between the two reported as net assets.

of the Towti's assets and

The statement of activities presents information showing how
fiscal year.

of when cash

is

liabilities,

time, increases and decreases

serve as a useful indicator of whether the financial position of the

most recent

a broad overview of the

Town

the

is

with the

m net assets may

impro\'ing or deteriorating.

Town's

net assets changed during the

All of the current year's revenue and expenses are taken into account regardless

received or paid.

2004 Audit Report
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TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Year Ending December

3

1 ,

2004

Both of the government-wide financial statements have separate sections
Governmental

activities

for

two types of activities;

- represent most of the Town's basic services

Business-type activities - account for the Town's water and sewer operations and receive a
majority of their revenue from user fees.

Fund

A

Financial Statements

fund

is a

grouping of related accounts that

is

used to maintain the control over resources that have been

The Town uses fund accounting

segregated for specific activities or objectives.

demonstrate compliance with finance-related legal requirements. The

Town

to ensure

and to

maintains three fund types:

governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary funds. Governmental funds are used to account for essentially

same functions reported as governmental activities in the government-wide financial statements.
However, unlike the government-wide financial statements, governmental fund financial statements focus
on near-term infiows and outflows of expendable resources, as well as on balances of expendable
resources available at the end of the fiscal year. Such information may be useful m evaluating the Town's
the

near-term financing requirements.

Because the focus of governmental funds is narrower than that of the government-wide financial
statements, it is useful to compare the information presented for governmental funds with similar
information presented for governmental activities in the govemment-wide financial statements. By doing
so,

may better understand the long-term impact of the government's near-term financing
Both the governmental fund balance sheet and the statement of revenues, expenditures and
fund balances provide a reconciliation to facilitate this companson between the governmental

our readers

decisions.

changes

in

activities statement of net assets

and statement of activities.

The Town maintains

several individual government funds. Information is presented separately in the
government fund balance sheet and the statement of revenues, expenditures and changes in fund balances
for the General Fund, and the Permanent Funds, both of which are considered major funds.

The Town adopts an annual appropriation budget for its governmental funds. A budgetary comparison
has been provided for the General Fund to demonstrate compliance with this budget. Other governmental
funds are aggregated as non-major funds.
Proprietary funds provide water and sewer services to customers and charge a user

fee.

They

are

presented on the accrual basis of accounting.

Fiduciary funds are used to account for resources held for the benefit of parties outside of the Towti.
Fiduciary Funds are not reflected in the government-wide financial statements because the resources of
those funds are not available to support the

Town's own programs.

Notes to the Basic Financial Statements

The notes provide
the

additional information that

is

essential to a full understanding

government-wide and fund financial statements.

18

of the data provided

in

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSfflRE
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Year Ending December 3 1 2004
,

Government-Wide Financial Analysis
Statement of Net Assets
Net assets of the

Town

of Belmont as of December 31, 2004 are as follows:
Governmental

Current and other assets:
Capital assets

Other assets
Total assets

Long term

liabilities:

General obligation bonds payable

Compensated absences
Other
Total

Net

liabilities
liabilities

assets:

Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Restricted

Unrestricted

Total net assets

Statement of Activities

Change

in net assets for the

year ending

Program revenues:
Charges for services
Operating grants and contributions
Total program revenues

General revenues:
Property and other taxes
Licenses and permits
Intergovernmental revenue
Interest and investment earnings

Miscellaneous
Total general revenues
Total revenues

December

31,

2004 are

as follows:

&}
TOWN OF BKLMONT, NKW HAMPSHIRE
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Year Ending December 3 1 2004
,

Program expenses:
General government
Public safety

Highways and

streets

Health and welfare
Sanitation

Water distribution and treatment
Economic development
Culture and recreation
Interest and fiscal charges

Total expenses

Change

in net assets

Not assets

-

beginning of year

Net assets

-

ending of year

1,735,781

@
TOWN OF BELMONT, ISfEW HAMPSfflRE
MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Year Ending December

3

1

,

2004

Comparative Analysis

Town

of Belmont have been prepared implementing the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 34 for the first time. Comparative analysis

The

current year financial statements of the

will

be provided

Contacting the

in future years

Town

when

the prior year information

of Belmont's Financial

is

available.

Management

to provide our citizens and creditors with a general overview of the Town's
measure of accountability for the money it receives. If you have any questions
about this report or need to get additional information, contact the Board of Selectmen at, PC Box 310,
Belmont, NH 03220, telephone number 603-267-8300.

This financial report
finances and to

show

is

a

2004 Audit Report
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EXHIBIT A

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Net Assets

December

31,

2004
Governmental

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments

Accounts receivable

Taxes receivable

Due from

other governments

Deferred charges
Total Current Assets

EXHIBIT B

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Activities
For the Year Ended December 3

1

Functions/Programs

Governmental Activities:
General government
Public safety

Highways and

streets

Health and welfare
Sanitation

Economic development
Culture and recreation
Interest

and

fiscal

charges

Total governmental activities

Business-type activities:

Sewer
Water
Total business-type activities

Total primary government

,

2004

m
EXHIBIT C

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Balance Sheet

Governmental Funds
December 3 2004
1

,

Total

General

Permanent

Nonmajor

Governmental

Fund

Fund

Funds

Funds

Assets:

Cash and cash equivalents
Investments

Accounts receivable

Taxes receivable

Due from
Due from

other governments
other funds

Deferred charges
Total assets

Liabilities:

Accounts payable

Accrued expenses
Deferred revenue

Due
Due

to other

governments

to other ftjnds

Total

liabilities

$ 3,285,857

ac

^,
= i
X

c
3

E

i—
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« « > £

EXHIBIT E

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSJIIRE
Statement of Net Assets
Proprietary Funds

December

31,

2004
Business-type Activities

Water

ASSETS
Current Assets:

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable, net
Total Current Assets

Noncurrent Assets:
Capital assets, net

Total Noncurrent Assets
Total Assets

(m
EXHIBIT F

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes

in

Net Assets

Proprietary Funds
For the Year Ended December 3

1 ,

2004

Business-type Activities

Water

Fund
Operating revenues;

Charges

for services

Total operating revenues

Operating expenses:
Personal services
Contractual services

Materials and supplies
Utilities

Depreciation
Total operating expenses

Operating income

Non-operating revenues (expenses):
Interest revenue
Interest

expense

Net non-operating revenues (expenses)

Change

in net assets

Total net assets

at

beginning of year

Total net assets

at

end of year

m
EXlllFMTG

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Cash Flows
Proprietary Funds
For the Year Ended December 31, 2004
Business-type Activities

Water

Cash flows from operating

activities;

Cash received from customers
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Net cash (used) by operating

Cash flows from

capital

activities

and related financing

Purchases of capital assets
Principal paid on long-term debt
Interest paid

on long-term debt

Net cash (used) for capital and related
financing activities

activities:

(B
EXHIBIT H

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Fiduciary Net Assets
Fiduciary Funds

December

31,

2004

Agency
Funds

ASSETS
$

Cash and cash equivalents

142,046

409,233

Investments

$

Total assets

551,279

LIABILITIES
Accrued

Due

$

liabilities

to other

139,836

411,443

governments
$

Total liabilities

551,279

See accompanying notes to the basic financial statements
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TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December

31, 2004

NOTE 1—SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting

policies of the

Town

hereinafter.

The following

is

a

New

of Belmont,

generally accepted in the United States of

America

Hampshire conform to accounting

for local

governmental

summary of significant accounting

units,

policies

except as indicated

policies.

Financial Reporting Entity

The Town of Belmont,

New

government and provides

local

The accompanying

Hampshire

"Town") operates under

(the

the

Town Meeting form

of

governmental functions as authorized by State law.

financial statements of the

Town

present the financial position of the various fund

types and account groups, the results of operations of the various fund types, and the cash flows of the
proprietary fund type.

The

financial statements include those of the various departments

and other

officials

with financial responsibility elected by

Town

governed by the Board of Selectmen

meeting, principally the Library Trustees

There are no additional organizational units

and the Trustees of Trust Funds.

inclusion in the financial statements as defined

by

the

that meet cntena
Governmental Accounting Standards Board.

for

Basic Financial Statement Presentation

During the year ended December

3

1

,

2004, the

Town

has implemented the following

•

GASB Statement No. 34, "Basic Financial Statements - and Management
-for Slate and Local Governments"

•

GASB
-for

•

GASB

•

GASB
in

Statement No. 37, "Basic Financial Statements

State

's

GASB

Statements:

Discussion and Analysis

- and Management 's Discussion and Analysis

and Local Governments: Omnibus"

Statement No. 38, "Certain Financial Statement Note Disclosures"

Interpretation No. 6, "Recognition and Measurement of Certain
Governmental Fund Financial Statements"

Liabilities

and Expenditures

At December 31, 2003, there was no effect on fund balance as a result of implemenfing GASB Statements
37 and 38. GASB 34 creates new basic financial statements reporting on the Town's financial activities.
financial statements now include government-wide financial statements prepared on an accrual basis
of accounting and fund financial statements which present information for individual major funds rather

The

than by fund t>pe. Nonmajor funds are presented in total in one column.

The govemment-wide financial statements combine the governmental acti\nties into one column. The
beginning net asset amount for governmental programs reflects the change in fund balance for
governmental funds at December 31, 2003, caused by the conversion to the accrual basis of accounting.
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TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31,

2004

Basis of Presentation

The Town's

basic financial statements consist of government-wide statements, including a statement of

net assets and a statement of activities, and fund financial statements

which provide a more detailed

level

of financial information.

1.

Government- Wide Financial Statements:

The statement of net

assets and the statement of activities display information about the

These statements include the financial

activities

Town

as a whole.

of the pnmary government, except for fiduciary funds.

The statement of net assets presents the financial condition of the governmental activities of the Town at
year end.
The statement of activities presents a comparison between direct expenses and program
revenues for each program or function of the Town's governmental activities. Direct expenses are those
that are specifically associated with a service, program or department and therefore clearly identifiable to
a particular function. Program revenues include charges paid by the recipient of the goods or services
offered by the program, grants and contributions that are restricted to meeting the operational or capital
requirements of a particular program and interest earned on grants that is required to be used to support a

program revenues are presented as general
revenues of the Town. The companson of direct expenses with program revenues identifies the extent to
which each governmental flinction is self-financing or draws from the general revenues of the Town.

particular program.

2.

Fund

Revenues which are not

classified as

Financial Statements:

During the year, the Town segregates transactions related to certain Town functions or activities in
separate funds in order to aid financial management and to demonstrate legal compliance. Fund financial
statements are designed to present financial information of the Town at this more detailed level. The
focus of governmental fund financial statements is on major funds. Each major fund is presented in a
separate column. Nonmajor funds are aggregated and presented in a single column. The fiduciary funds
are reported

by

type.

Fund Accounting
The Town uses funds

to maintain

its

set

of accounts.

A

fimd

is

defined as a fiscal

The Town employs

the use of three

financial records during the fiscal year.

and accounting entity with a self-balancing

categories of funds: governmental, proprietary, and fiduciary.

1.

Governmental Funds:

Governmental funds are those through which most governmental functions typically are financed.
Governmental fund reporting focuses on the sources, uses and balances of current financial resources.
Expendable assets are assigned to the various governmental funds according to the purposes for which
they may or must be used. Current liabilities are assigned to the fund from which they will be paid. The
difference between governmental fund assets and liabilities
are the

Town's major governmental

The General Fund

is

the

is

reported as fund balance.

The following

funds:

Town's primary operating fund.

It

accounts for

all

financial resources of the

general government, except those required to be accounted for in another fund.
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TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31, 2004

Permanent funds are used
not principal,

2.

may

to report resources that are legally restricted to the extent that

only earnings,

be used for purposes that support the reporting government's programs.

Proprietary Funds:

Proprietary fund reporting focuses on the determination of operating income, changes in net assets,
financial position

Town

and cash flows. Proprietary funds arc classified as enterpnse or internal service. The

has no internal service funds. The following are the Town's major proprietary funds:

The Sewer Fund accounts

for all

revenues and expenses pertaining

The Water Fund accounts

for

revenues and expenses pertaining to the Town's water operations.

The Sewer and Water

all

to the

Town's

sanitation operations.

are utilized to account for operations that are financed and operated in a

similar to private business enterprises.

The

stated

intent

is

that the

cost

(i.e.

manner

expenses includmg

depreciation) of providing goods or services to the residents on a continuing basis are financed or

recovered primarily through user charges.

3.

Fiduciary Funds:

The fiduciary fund category has
one classification: agency funds. The Town's agency fund is custodial in nature (assets equal liabilities)
and does not involve the measurement of results of operations. The Town's agency fund accounts for the
capital reserve and other funds of the Shaker Regional School District.
The Tovvti also accounts for

Fiduciary fund reporting focuses on net assets and changes in net assets.

certain

performance deposits

in its

agency funds.

Measurement Focus
1.

Government- Wide Financial Statements:

The government-wide financial statements are prepared using the economic resources measurement
focus. All assets and liabilities associated with the operation of the Town are included on the Statement
of Net Assets.
2.

Fund

Financial Statements:

All governmental funds are accounted for

With

this

measurement

usmg

a flow of current financial resources

focus, only current assets

and current

liabilities

measurement

focus.

generally are included on the

The statement of revenues, expenditures and changes in fund balances reports on the
revenues and other financing sources) and uses (i.e., expenditures and other financing uses)

balance sheet.
sources

(i.e.,

of current financial resources.
activities

This approach differs from the manner in which the governmental
of the government-wide financial statements are prepared.
Governmental ftind financial

statements therefore include a reconciliation with brief explanations to better identify the relationship

between the government-wide statements and the statements

for

governmental funds.
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TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTENfllED)
December

31, 2004

Basis of Accounting

when

Basis of accounting determines

transactions are recorded in the financial records and reported on

Government-wide

the financial statements.

financial statements are prepared using the accrual basis of

Governmental funds use the

Fiduciary funds also use the accrual basis of accounting.

accountmg.

modified accrual basis of accounting.

Differences in the accrual and the modified accrual basis of

accounting arise in the recognition of revenue, the recording of deferred revenue, and

in the

presentation

of expenses versus expenditures.
In

government-wide financial statements, private-sector standards of accounting and financial
December 1, 1989, are followed to the extent that those standards do not conflict

the

reporting issued prior to

with or contradict guidance of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board. The
to follow the

FASB pronouncements

issued subsequent to

November

Town

has elected not

30, 1989.

Revenues - Exchange and Non-exchange Transactions:

1

Revenue

resulting

value,

recorded on the accrual basis

is

from exchange transactions,

when

in

which each party gives and receives essentially equal

On

the exchange takes place.

a modified accrual basis,

which the resources are measurable and become available. Available
means that the resources will be collected within the current year or are expected to be collected soon
enough thereafter to be used to pay liabilities of the current year. For the Town, available means expected

revenue

to

is

recorded

in the

year

in

be received within sixty days of year end.

Non-exchange

transactions, in

return, include property taixes,

property taxes

is

which the

Town

receives value without directly giving equal value in

grants, entitlements and donations.

recognized in the year for which

entitlements and donations

is

recognized

in the

On

an accrual basis, revenue from

the taxes are le\Ted (see

year in which

Note

all eligibility

2).

Revenue from

grants,

requirements have been

requirements include timing requirements, which specify the year when the
resources are required to be used or the year when use is first permitted; matching requirements, in which
the Town must provide local resources to be used for a specified purpose; and expenditure requirements,
satisfied.

Eligibility

which the resources are provided to the Town on a reimbursement basis. On a modified accrual
revenue from non-exchange transactions must also be available before it can be recognized.
in

Under the modified accrual

basis, the following

basis,

revenue sources are considered to be both measurable and

available at year end: property taxes and interest on investments.

Licenses and permits, charges for services, and miscellaneous revenues (except interest on investments)
are recorded as revenues

when

received in cash because they are generally not measurable until actually

received.

2.

Deferred Revenue:

Deferred revenue anses when assets are recognized before revenue recognition criteria have been
satisfied.
Grants and entitlements received before the eligibility requirements are met are recorded as
deferred revenue.

On

governmental fund fmancial statements, receivables that will not be collected

within the available period have also been reported as deferred revenue.
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TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December
3.

On

31, 2004

Expenses/Expenditures:
the accrual basis of accounting, expenses are recognized at the time they are incurred.

The measurement

focus of governmental fund accounting

(expenditures) rather than expenses.

which the

related fund liability

is

is

on decreases

in net

financial resources

Expenditures are generally recognized in the accounting period

incurred, if measurable.

in

Allocations of cost, such as depreciation and

amortization are not recognized in governmental funds.

Budgetary Data

The Town's budget represents functional appropriations as authorized by annual or special Town
meetings. The Selectmen may transfer funds between operating categories as they deem necessary. The
Town adopts its budget under State regulations, which differ somewhat from accounting pnnciples
generally accepted in the United States of America in that the focus is on the entire governmental unit
rather than on the basis of fund types.

State law requires balanced budgets but permits the use of beginning fund balance to reduce the property
tax rate.

The Town

applied $250,000 of its undesignated fund balance to fund the 2004 budget.

Encumbrance Accounting
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders and other commitments for expenditure of monies
are recorded in order to reserve a portion of the applicable appropnation, is employed as an extension of
formal budgetary integration in Governmental Funds. Encumbrances outstanding at year end are reported
as a component of fund balance since they do not constitute expenditures or liabilities, but rather
commitments related to unperformed contracts for goods and services.

Cash and Cash Equivalents
For purposes of the statement of cash flows,

all

deposits are defined as cash if their maturity dates are

within three months from their date of issue.

Investments
Investments are stated

at their fair

value in

all

funds.

Certificates of deposit

and repurchase agreements

with a maturity of greater than ninety days from the date of issuance are included

in

investments.

Taxes Receivable

Taxes levied during the current year and pnor and uncollected

at

December

31,

2004

are recorded as

receivables net of reserves for estimated uncollectibles of $100,000.

Prepaid Expenses

Payments made

to vendors for services that will benefit periods

beyond December

31,

2004 are recorded

as prepaid items.
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TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31, 2004

Capital Assets

General capital assets result from expenditures in the governmental funds. These assets are reported in
the govemment-wide statement of net assets, but are not reported m the fund financial statements.
All capital assets including mfrastructure are capitalized at cost (or estimated historical cost) and updated

Donated fixed assets are recorded at their fair market
The Town maintains a capitalization threshold of $15,000. The Town's

and retirements dunng the year.

for additions

values as of the date received.

and distnbution system, sewer collection and treatment
Improvements are capitalized; the costs of normal maintenance and repairs

infrastructure consists of water purification

system, and similar items.
that

do not add to the value of the asset or materially extend an asset's

The Town

is

sidewalks).

not required to retroactively report

Infrastructure records

its

life

are not.

general infrastructure (e.g. roads, bndges, and

have been maintained effective January

1

,

2004 and are included

in

these financial statements.

All reported capital assets except for land and construction in progress are depreciated.

depreciated over the remaining useful lives of the related capital assets.

Improvements are

Useful lives for infrastructure

were estimated based on the Town's historical records of necessary improvements and replacement.
Depreciation is computed using the straight-line method over the following useful lives:
Years

Description

Buildings and improvements

15-30

Vehicles and equipment

5-15

Computer software

5

Compensated Absences
employees accrue sick leave days at a rate of one and one quarter days per month, cumulative to
of 90 days. No payment for unused sick leave is made upon termination. Town employees
earn vacation at 5-25 days per year dependent on length of service. Vacation can only be accrued up to
10 days. Provision has been made in the financial statements for accrued/unused vacation.
Full time

a

maximum

Accrued Liabilities and Long-Term Obligations
All payables, accrued liabilities, and long-term obligations are reported in the

govemment-wide

financial

statements. In general, governmental fund payables and accrued liabilities that, once incurred, are paid in

manner and in full from current resources, are reported as obligations of the funds. However,
compensated absences that will be paid from governmental funds are reported as liabilities in the fund
financial statements only to the extent that they are due for payment during the current year. General
obligation bonds and other long-term obligations that will be paid from governmental funds are
a timely

recognized as a

liability in the

fund financial statements

when

due.
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TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSITIRE
NOIES TO BASK FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31, 2004

Net Assets
Net assets represent the difference between assets and liabilities. Net assets invested in capital assets, net
of related debt consists of capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation, reduced by the outstanding
balances on any borrowings used for the acquisition, construction or improvement of those assets. Net
assets are reported as restricted when there are limitations imposed on their use either through the
enabling legislation adopted by the Town or through external restrictions imposed by creditors, grantors
or laws or regulations of other governments.

The Town's policy is to first apply restricted resources when an expense
which both restncted and unrestncted net assets are available.

is

incurred for purposes for

Fund Balance Reserves
The Town reserves those portions of fund balance which are
which do not represent available expendable resources and,
or expenditure.

legally segregated for a specific future use or
therefore, are not available for appropriation

Unreserved fund balance indicates that portion which

is

available for appropnation

m

future periods.

Estimates

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America require management to make estimates and assumptions that affect certain
reported amounts and disclosures.
Accordingly, actual results may differ from those estimates.
Significant estimates include depreciation expense and the allowance for uncollectible taxes

NOTE 2-PROPERTY TAXES
Taxes are levied on the assessed valuation of all taxable real property as of the pnor Apnl 1
($475,792,738 as of April 1, 2004) and are due in two installments on July 1, 2004 and December 1,
2004. Taxes paid after the due dates accrue interest at 12% per annum. Property taxes are recognized as
revenue when received in cash or if available to finance current period operations (within sixty days of
year end).

The Town

Shaker Regional School District, and Belknap County, both independent
which are remitted to them as required by law. The Town also collects education
taxes for the State of New Hampshire which are remitted to the school district. Taxes appropriated dunng
the year were $7,325,844 and $772,437 for the Shaker Regional School District and Belknap County,
respectively. These taxes are not recognized as revenues in these financial statements. The Town bears
collects taxes for the

governmental

units,

responsibility for uncollected taxes.

Under

Tax Collector obtains tax liens on properties which have unpaid taxes in the year
were due for the amount of unpaid taxes, interest and costs. These priority tax liens accrue
18% per annum. If the property is not redeemed within a two year redemption period, the
tax deeded to the Town.

State law, the

after taxes

interest at

property

is
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TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31, 2004

NOTE 3 -RISK MANAGEMENT
The Town

torts; theft of, damage to, and destruction of
and natural disasters. Dunng the year ended
December 3 1 2004, the Town was a member of the Local Government Center (LGC) and the New
Hampshire Public Risk Management Exchange (PRIMEX). The Town currently reports all of its risk
management activities in its General Fund. These Trusts are classified as a "Risk Pools" in accordance

assets;

is

exposed to various

risks

of losses related to

errors and omissions; mjuries to employees;
,

with accounting pnnciples generally accepted in the United States of America.

The Trust agreements permit the Trusts to make additional assessments to members should there be a
deficiency in Trust assets to meet its liabilities. Accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America require members of pools with a sharing of risk to determine whether or not such
At this time, the Trusts
any of the past years. Claims expenditures and
liabilities are reported when it is probable that a loss has occurred and the amount of that loss can be
reasonably estimated.
These losses include an estimate of claims that have been incurred but not
2004.
reported. Based on the best available information there is no liability at December 3

assessment
foresee

is

probable and,

no likelihood of an

if so, a

reasonable estimate of such assessment.

additional assessment for

1

,

Property and Liability Insurance

The

LGC

provides certain property and

qualified political subdivisions of

New

liability

member towTis,
member of the LGC, the

insurance coverages to

As

Hampshire.

a

contributing to the cost of and receiving benefit from a self-insured pooled risk

The program includes

a Self Insured Retention

Fund from which

is

cities,

and other

Tov.ti shares in

management program.

paid up to $500,000 for each and

every covered property, crime and/or liability loss that exceeds $1,000.

Worker 's Compensation

PRIMEX

of New Hampshire. The Trust

is

member towns,

cities,

and other qualified

self-sustaining through annual

member premiums

provides statutory worker's compensation coverage to

political subdivisions

and provides coverage for the statutorily required workers' compensation benefits and employer's liability
coverage up to $2,000,000. The program includes a Loss Fund from which is paid up to $500,000 for
each and every covered claim.

NOTE 4--CASH AND INVESTMENTS
The Town's investment policy for governmental fund types requires that deposits and investments be
made in New Hampshire based financial institutions that are participants in one of the federal depository
insurance programs. The Town limits its investments to demand deposits, money market accounts,
certificates of deposit, and repurchase agreements in accordance with New Hampshire State law (RSA
41:29) or the New Hampshire Public Deposit Investment Pool (NHPDIP), an external investment pool.
Responsibility for the investments of the Trust Funds is with the Board of Trustees, who has employed
professional banking assistance in accordance with

The

NHPDIP

is

state

law

(RSA

31 :38a).

not registered with the United States Secunties and Exchange

investment company.
state, local

New Hampshire

The NHPDIP was

and banking

created by state law and

is

Commission

as

an

administered by a public body of

officials.
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TOWN OF BEIMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31,

2004

At year end, the carrying amount ol the Town's cash deposits was $4,633,459 and the bank balance was
$4,781,173. The entire bank balance was covered by federal depository insurance or collateralized.

The Town's investments

Town

of Belmont.

securities are held

are categorized to provide an indication of the level of risk

Category

by the

1

Town

assumed by

the

includes investments that are insured or registered or for which the
or

its

agent in the

Town's name.

Category 2 includes uninsured and

unregistered investments for which the securities are held by the broker's or dealer's trust department or

agent

in

the

Town's name. Category 3 includes uninsured or unregistered investments for which the
by the broker or dealer, or by its trust department or agent but not in the Town's name.

securities are held

At year end, the Town's investment balances were as follows:

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW IIAMPSfflRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31, 2004

Depreciation expense was charged to governmental functions as follows:

General government
Public safety

Highways and

streets

Business type activities:

Land
Construction

in

progress

Total capital assets not being depreciated

Other capital assets:

Water infrastructure

Sewer

infrastructure

Vehicles and equipment

Less:

Accumulated depreciation

Water infrastructure

Sewer

infrastructure

Vehicles and equipment
Total accumulated depreciation
Total other capital assets, net

Total capital assets, net

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES ro BASIC FIN.\NCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31, 2004

Funding Policy
Covered public safety employees are required to contnbute 9.3% of their covered salary, whereas general
employees are required to contnbute 5.0% of their covered salary. The Town is required to contnbute at
an actuanally determmed

rate. The Town's contnbution rates for the covered payroll of police officers,
and general employees were 7.87%, 13.44% and 5.90%, respectively. The Towti contributes 65% of
the employer cost for public safety officers, and the State contributes the remaining 35% of the employer
fire

The Town contnbutes 100% of

employer cost for general employees of the Town. In
in the United States of America (GASB
Statement #24), on-behalf fringe benefits contnbuted by the State of New Hampshire of $64,326 have
been reported as a revenue and expenditure in the General Fund in these financial statements.

cost.

the

accordance with accounting pnnciples generally accepted

may be amended by the New
employer contnbution rates are determined by the NHRS Board of
Trustees based on an actuanal valuation. The Town's contributions to the NHRS for the years ending
December 31, 2004, 2003, and 2002 were $176,467, $141,419, and $93,985, respectively, equal to the

Per RSA-100:16, plan

Hampshire

member

contribution rates are established and

State legislature and

required contributions for each year.

NOTE 7—LONG-TERM OBLIGATIONS
Changes

in

Long-Term Obligations

The changes

in the

Town's long-term

obligations for the year ended

December

31,

2004

are as follows:

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31,

2004

$215,000, 1988 Mill Renovation bond, due

in

annual

principal installments of $21,500, through 2008, interest at

$160,000, 1999 Winnisquam Beach bond, due

in

in

$

86,000

annual

principal installments of $16,000, through 2009, interest at

$150,000, 1999 Highway Garage bond, due

5.23%

5.33%

80,000

annual

principal installments of $15,000, through 2009, interest at 5.33

%

75,000
$

Principal

241,000

TOWN OF BEI.MONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December

31, 2004

NOTE 8— INTERFUND BALANCES AND TRANSFERS
During the course of operations, numerous transactions occur between individual funds that may result in
amounts owed between funds. The current year mterfund balance is due to cash spent by the general fund
with

a

pending reimbursement from the expendable

are as follows:

p

General Fund
Nonmajor Governmental Funds

trust funds.

Interfund balances at

December

31,

2004

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSmRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
December 31,2004

Percentage

Taxpayer
Flatley

AE

Company

Mitchell

MMSTV

Property

of Total

Valuation

Valuation

$11,905,400

2.50%
0.85%
0.65%
0.64%
0.62%

4,030,240

Associates

3,115,949

Mallards Landing

3,065,700

NH

2,952,000

Gaming

Association Limited F^artnership

NOTE 1 1—UNRESERVED FLWD BALANCE - GENERAL FUND
The unreserved fund balance of the General Fund

at

December

3

1

,

2004

is

Designated for continuing appropriations

as follows:

$

Undesignated
Total per Exhibit

181,098

243,295

C

$

424,393

NOTE 12—COMNDTMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
Litigation

The Town's general counsel estimates that any potential claims against the Town, which
by insurance, are immaterial and would not affect the financial position of the Town.

are not covered

NOTE 13— RESTATEMENT OF EQUITY
Governmental Funds
1, 2004, the Town retroactively changed it method of financial reporting to conform
with a recent pronouncement of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (Statement No. 34). This
new statement narrowed the definition for the fiduciarN' fund tspes. As a result, the Town's expendable

Effective January

trust

funds were reclassified into special revenue funds, and the Town's non-expendable trust funds were

reclassified into

permanent funds.

The impact of these restatements on

the

governmental funds

is

as follows:

2004 Audit Report

TOWN OF BEI^MONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO BASIC FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINIHED)
December

2004

31,

.Special

Fund

January

Fialance.

I

-

as previously reported

Amounl of restalemenl due

$

General

Revenue

Permanent

Fund

Funds

Funds

1,078.266

$

Fiduciary

Funds
$

313,661

1,423,700

Total

$

2,815,627

to

Property laves recognized on an accrual basis

(884,604)

(884,604)

Reclassification of Expendable Trust

Funds

Revenue Funds

to Special

347,697

(347,697)

Reclassification of Non-Expendable

Tnist Funds as Pemianent Funds

Fund Balance,

Januai-y

1

-

per Exhibit

Amount of restatement due
to the

GASB

D

193.662

$

661.358

S

1,076,003

$

1.076,003

(1.076.003)
$

1,931,023

to conversion

Statement No. 34 model

884,604

Deferred tax revenue

Amounts

previously recorded in the General

Long-Term Debt Account Group

-

Bonds payable

(293,500)

Compensated absences
Accrued
Net

interest

(50.348)

on long-term obligations

assets, January

1

-

per Exhibit

(24,632)

B

$

2,447,147

Proprietary Funds

Under

new method of financial

reporting, the equity accounts no longer separately report contributed
and retained earnings. Instead, these amounts have been combmed mto the category of net assets.
Net assets at January 1, 2004 have been restated as follows:

the

capital

Water
Balance, January

1

-

as previously reported

Amount of restatement due
to the

GASB

to conversion

Statement No. 34 model:

Contributed capital balances
Balance, January

I

-

as restated

®
SCHEDULE

1

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes

Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis)
2004
For the Year Ended December 3

-

in

Fund Balances

General Fund

1 ,

Variance with

Budgeted Amounts

Final Budget

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO REQUIRED SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
December

31,

2004

NOTE 1--BUDGET TO ACTUAL RECONCILIATION
General

Fund

Amounts recorded as budgetary amounts in the Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in
Fund Balances - Budget and Actual (Budgetary Basis) - General Fund (Schedule ) are reported on the
basis budgeted by the Town. Those amounts differ from those reported in conformity with accounting
1

principles generally accepted in the United States of

financial

Amenca

in the

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures

Fund Balances - Governmental Funds (Exhibit D). Budgetary information in these
statements has been presented only for the General Fund as it is neither practical nor

and Changes

in

meaningful for other funds. Budgetary revenues and expenditures were adjusted as follows:

Exhibit

D

Difference

in

ExpendiUires

and Transfers

$ 5,958,197

$ 5,727,466

property taxes meeting

susceptible to accrual criteria

On- behalf fringe
Schedule

Revenues
and Transfers

(79,425)
(64,326)

benefits

$ 5,814,446

1

(64,326)
$ 5,663,140

2004 Audit Report
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SCHEDULE A

TOWN OF BELMONT, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Combining Balance Sheet
Non-major Governmental Funds
December 31, 2004
Drug
Library

Conservation

Forfeiture

Fund

Fund

Fund

Assets:

Cash

$

35,460

Investments

Accounts receivable

Due from

8,000

other funds

Total assets

Liabilities:

Accounts payable
Total liabilities

Lund balances:
Unreserved
Total fund balances
Total liabilities and fund balances

$

$

283,676

$

1,252

1

#
scHFDUinn

TOWN OF BELMONT

NK.W

HAMPSHIRE

Combining .Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes
Non-major Ciovernmental Funds
For the Year l-nded December 31, 2001

Library

Fund
Revenues:
Ta;<es

Intergovernmental

Charges
Interest

I'or

services

income

Miscellaneous
Total Revenues

Expenditures:
Current:

Culture and recreation
Capital outlay

Total Expenditures

Excess of Revenues Over
(Under) Expenditures

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Operating transfers

in

Operating transfer out
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)

Excess of Revenues and Other Sources

Over (Under) Expenditures and Other Uses
Fund Balances

-

Januar)'

Fund Balances

-

December

1

3

in

Fund Balances

m
Comparative Statement of Appropriations

vs.

Expenditures

Statement of Bonded Debt

Town
PRINCIPAL SILVER LAKE

PAYMENT

SEWER

MILL
BUILDING

% RATE

4.25

5.23

2006

of

Belmont

HIGHWAY WINNISQUAM
BEACH
GARAGE
5.33

5.33

TOTAL

^}
Statement of Estimated

vs.

Actual Revenues 2005

Estimated

Source of Revenue

Taxes

Timber Taxes
Payment in Lieu
Other Taxes
Interest

-

of Taxes

Boat Taxes

& Penalties

on Delinquent Taxes

Excavation Tax ($.02 cents per cu. Yd.)
Licenses, Permits

Business Licenses

&

&.

Fees

Permits

Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Building Permits

Other Licenses, Permits

From

& Fees

State

Shared Revenues

Meals

& Rooms Tax

Distribution

Mighway Block Grant
Water Pollution Grant

&

State

Federal Forest Land Reimbursement

Other (Including Railroad Tax, and Grant
Inc.)

Charges for Services
Income from Departments
Other Charges (Special Duty)
Miscellaneous Revenues
Sale of Municipal Property
Interest

Other

on Investments

(Mill

Revenues)

Interfund Operating Transfers In

From
From

Revenue Funds
Enterprise Funds
Sewer - (offset)
Water - (offset)
From Capital Reserve Funds
Special

Other Financing Sources

From Longterm Bonds & Notes
Amounts Voted from F/B (Surplus)
Fund Balance ("Surplus") to reduce taxes
Proc.

Total Estimated Revenue

& Credits

@
Treasurer's Report

2005

GENERAL FUND
Providian Bank

-

Tax Coll Checking

TD Banknorth -Cking & P/R(Sweep)
TD Banknorth Investments
-

PD DRUG FORFEITURE FUND
TD Banknorth

AMBULANCE FUND
TD

Banknorth

CONSERVATION
TD Banknorth

COMM

SEWER DEPARTMENT
TD Banknorth
TD Banknorth Investments
-

WATER DEPARTMENT
TD

Banknortli

ESCROW ACCOUNTS
1

TD Banknorth
SILVER LAKE SEWER PROJ

FUND
TD

Banknorth

TOTALS
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Trustees of the Cemeteries

Annual Report 2005

the funds

we

we

coasted along with just a few minor maintenance projects. Most of
requested in 2005 were for a major undertaking in 2006.

This year

Town

Meeting we requested approximately one half the funding
needed for work at the Lamprey Cemetery. This work is the replacement of the wall,
stairway and fence around most of the cemetery. Now in 2006 we are asking for the
remaining funds necessary to complete the work. We will solicit proposals for the
aforementioned work as soon as possible.
Last year at the

This project will involve several Town and State Agencies. The wall is very close
Route 107, which will necessitate police traffic control. State agencies will also be
involved to be sure grave sites will not be disturbed and that we do not build closer to
Route 107 than the wall is at this time. The Cemetery Trustees will be entangled in this
project to provide the necessary worry and apprehension appropriate to an undertaking
of this magnitude.
to

Again
Laconia

I

am

pleased to thank Brenda Paquette, Abacromby's

Monument for

the advice

and suggestions we so often

Respectfully submitted.

Bill

Ekberg Norma Patton John Rowe
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Lawn Care and

BELMONT PLANNING BOARD

ANNUAL REPORT - 2005
The Planning Board and Land Use Office were busy during 2005. The one-year
Interim Growth Management Ordinance expired in March and apphcations for several
large residential subdivisions were submitted.
)5

Subdivisions

Net #

of

Net #

of

New
New

Lots/Sites Created

Multi-Family Units

Net # of In-Law Apartments
Site Plans

Boundary Line Adjustments
Lot Mergers

Approval Extensions
Earth Excavation

Earth Excavation Extensions

TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Informal Discussions

Design Review

Conceptual

P B Abutters'
P B Meetings

Approvals

for

& Public Hearings
& Work Sessions

new Commercial

construction included a 2,916sf addition to the

carwash on Rte 3, and
on Rte 3. During 2005 construction also proceeded on the new
Wiiini Bridge retail complex and Belmont Landing Mall on Rte 3 and the Patel Dental
facility on Rte 106.
The Boarci also reviewed and approved proposed tree
maintenance/ clearing along Cotton Hill Roaci which is designated as a Scenic Highway.
existing All Metals industrial building, a 2,108sf 3-bay automatic
a 3,000sf retail building

were submitted
during 2005. To date the following have received approval: MouIton-2 lots, Drouin-3
lots, Mooney-2 lots, BBE Realty-38 lots, Blair-3 lots. Sun Lake Village-24 lots, Perrier-2
lots, Amily-24 lots, Firth-4 lots, Chapdelaine-2 lots, Edwards-1 lot and Reed-7 units. A
1-lot commercial subdivision was also approved on Rte 3.
As a result of designing
Open Space Subdivisions, the BBE, Sun Lake and Amily proposals also resulted in the
permanent protection of over 140 acres.
Fifteen Residential applications with a total of 191 lots/ units

The Capital Improvements Program subcommittee completed the annual review
of the CIP and the revised 2006-2011 schedule was adopted by the Planning Board and
forwarded to the Selectmen and Budget Committee for their use in developing the
proposed 2006 Town Budget. The CIP process allows the Community to analyze

proposed

capital

expenditures (projects over $25,000) in light of the Goals and

Objectives of the Master Plan and develop a long-term schedule of expenditure options
to assist the

Town in

balancing the tax impact of large projects over several years.

After significant research into the matter of projected residential grov^th and

its

impact on the Tov^n, the Planning Board proposed several Growth Management
initiatives on the March, 2005 Ballot. Although State law does not allow a community
to stop growth, and requires that every community continue to pay the cost of services
for existing as well as future growth, it does allow a community to manage the rate at

which growth occurs. The Board's proposal was

to assure that the

annual number of

new homes would not outpace Belmont's ability to pay for the services necessary for
such growth; services such as fire, police, schools, roads and administration. However,
March voters did not support the proposed Growth initiatives.
Because the issue of Growth continues to be of concern

to the

Community,

the

Board has undertaken two additional studies. The results of those studies will further
Applied
guide the Board in recommending Growth options to the Community.
Economic Research of Laconia is currently working on a Housing Needs Analysis for
Belmont. The study, due in April 2006, will examine local and regional housing supply
and demand trends and housing affordability issues. It will also project future levels of
housing demand and identify housing related impacts and options.

been working with Bruce Mayberry to evaluate the use of
Impact Fees. An Impact Fee is a fee charged by the Town, usually at the time a permit
is issued for a new home, towards the construction cost of a Community Facility that is
The funds camiot be used towards the
required because of new development.
operation of the facilities. Although the Fees result in additional revenue towards the
cost of a new Facility, the remainder of the cost must still come from some other
revenue source such as property taxes.

The Board has

The

also

study along with a proposed fee schedule for school
capital costs are being currently under review by the Board. The study concluded very
late in the year and the Board chose to postpone developing an Impact Fee Ordinance
until

more

initial results of this

public

information and

comment about

the purpose and benefits of

an Impact Fee Ordinance could be achieved. There are two misconceptions
that are of special concern to the Board. The first is that Impact Fees will cover the cost
of new Community Facilities. Impact Fees will produce only a portion of the revenue
needed to cover the total cost of such Facilities. Secondly is that having Impact Fees
will result in the community building new facilities at a faster pace. Impact Fees are
instituting

only assessed for projects that have already been identified in the CIP as necessary to

new development. Impact Fees are simply a revenue source. All
of the decisions of what and when to build remain with the voters. The Planning Board
will be providing additional public information on the issue of Impact Fees and may
address the impacts of

2005

request that a Special

Town Meeting

be held

April to present the voters with additional

at the

conclusion of the Housing Study in

Growth Management

options.

During the year the Board met with the Selectmen, Conservation Commission,
School Board, representatives from Tilton & Northfield and others on several matters of
concern and interest to the Community. A revised Fee Schedule was adopted in
October to better address the cost of processing development applications. In 2004 a
data section of a Master Plan Economic Development Chapter was completed. The
Board is proposing to proceed in 2006 towards developing a complete chapter including
recommendations for future economic initiatives. The Board and staff have been
working closely with NH DOT on State Highway upgrades proposed for 2006 and 2007
- on Route 3 widening from the Laconia line to Hueber Drive and reconstruction of the
Winnisquam Bridge; and on Rte 106 a partial resurfacing and the reconstruction of the
Rte 140 intersection. Design work is continuing for a sidewalk along Concord Street
and another up over Church Hill to the High School.

On

this year's Ballot voters will see

will clarify the existing

two proposed Zoning amendments. The

Ordinance that the frontage of

a lot shall

first

provide access to the

The second amendment would replace the existing "in-law" apartment section and
allow one "accessory" apartment in a single family home if certain minimum standards

lot.

are met.

There is currently one opening for an alternate member on the Board. No prior
land use experience is necessary, and the Board encourages interested individuals to
apply. For assistance or further information on these or other land use issues, please
feel free to contact the Belmont Land Use Office, 143 Main Street, P.O. Box 310, Belmont,
NH 03220, (603) 267-8300x19, (603) 267-8307-fax, landuse@belmontnh.org
.

Thank you
Peter Harris,

Chairman

Claude Patten

for

your continued support.

Jonathan Pike, Vice Chairman
Jeffrey

Marden

Ward

Peterson

Garv Flack
Clayton Shibles, Alt

Reginald Caldwell, Selectnien Rep.

Christopher Gilbert, Alt

2005
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LAKES REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
2004 - 2005 (FY-05)

I

The Lakes Region has changed tremendously in the past 20 years. Homes and
lusinesses have expanded along major roadways, and many of our communities have
xperienced dramatic changes. This growth has resulted in a number of regional
hallenges. The Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC) is the area organization
stablished to address the effects of growth at both the local and regional level. With a
ervice area covering over 1,200 square miles in Belknap, Carroll, Grafton and Merrimack
bounties, the LRPC provides a wide range of planning services to member
aunicipalities.
The Commission offers direct and support services ranging from
echnical assistance, geographic information systems, and transportation planning, to
.^nd use and environmental planning, and economic development.
Local, state, and
ederal resources primarily fund the LRPC.
We are contacted several times daily for
nswers to local and statewide issues. We also maintain a regular dialogue with state
gencies as a resource for the entire Lakes Region.

nd leadership

to the

Our

goal remains to provide support

governments, businesses, and citizens of the Lakes Region.

Listed below are

some

of

our services performed on behalf of Belmont and the

region in the past Fiscal year:

Provided an analysis of fee schedules used bv towns
requested by local officials.

in the

Lakes Region, as

Submitted to the NH Department of Transportation the Lake Winnisquam Scenic
Trail, Phase II proposal as part of the 2006 Transportation Enhancement Projects

recommended by
Continue
Continue

the

LRPC.

to serve

on the advisory task

to use

Belmont as

force for the

a site for the

NH Route 140 project.

annual household hazardous waste

collection.

Initiated

Working

work on

a

Hazards Mitigation Plan

in conjunction

for the town.

with Jordan Institute to produce model wildlife regulations

for the town.

*l*

Co-hosted and organized three public Municipal Law Lectures where practicing
attorneys provide a legal perspective on local planning, zoning and other municipal
issues. Recent lectures included: the Basics of Subdivision & Site Plan Review, Land
Use Law Update, and New Challenges for Municipal Regulation of the

LRPC
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2005

Environment. We are also preparing for the 2005
the NH Municipal Association.

Law

Lectures, in partnership with

Planned the 20* annual household hazardous waste collection in the Lakes Region.
Two consecutive Saturdays were designated as collection days for 24 participating
communities. An estimated 20,000 total gallons of waste were collected,
containerized, and transported to

EPA approved

end-of-life locations

around the

country.

Ordered and distributed many copies of the NH Planning and Land Use Regulation
books to local planning boards at considerable savings.

Convened several meetings of the LRPC Transportation Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) to enhance local involvement in transportation planning and
The TAC advises the LRPC on transportation projects of
project development.
regional significance.

Continued work on the Lakes Region Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.
effort will

This planning

help provide a blueprint for the location of local bike and pedestrian

routes.

Conducted over 150 traffic counts around the region, in cooperation with the New
Hampshire Department of Transportation. LRPC is also assisting the DOT with the
preparation of local road inventories, on a town-by-town basis.
Participated on the Lakes Region

explore the
participate in

ways and means
its

Household Hazardous Product

that the facility

may encourage

Facility

board

to

cominunities to

use as members.

Convened seven Commission meetings, including four area meetings, which
featured a diverse range of topics from agriculture and its impact on the Lakes
Region, septage management, the Lakes Region Household Hazardous Product
Facility, and environmental legislation linked to the shoreland protection act and the
reduction of mercury emissions from power plants.
Continue to represent the region on several boards and committees related to the
economic and environmental well-being of the region, e.g., the Belknap County
Economic Development Council, NH Route 16 Corridor Advisory Committee, the
Pemigewasset River Local Advisory Committee, etc.
Prepared a draft interim regional plan for the Lakes Region, which includes updated
regional planning policies and objectives. The interim plan will be reviewed for
consistency after the state of

NH completes the State Development Plan.
LRPC
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v^>

NH Intergovernmental Review Agreement
communities
an opportunity to respond to
that provides the region and local
applications seeking state and federal aid. LRPC reviewed many proposals having a
combined investment total greater than $15 million in the Lakes Region.
Reviewed

project proposals through the

Secured funding from the NH Emergency Management Bureau to
communities with the preparation of all hazard management plans.

Produced a calendar of critical tieadlines
it via our web site and regular mail.
Distributed information to

all

for

March Town Meeting, and

assist local

distributed

communities regartiing the 2005 Transportation

Enhancement application process.

LRPC 2005
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One Report

District

Raymond

S. Burton
107 North Main

338 Rivet Road
Bath. NH 03740
Tel. (603) 747-3662
Car Phone (603) 481-0863
E-mail, ray.burton4@gte.net

Rburton(g)nh.gov

Report to the People of District One
by Raymond S. Burton, Executive Councilor

Executive Councilor
District

12/01/05

St.

House Room 207
Concord, NH 03301

State

One

to you in
your elected public servants, I am honored to report
One.
District
for
Councilor
my role as Executive
this position
My Constitutional and legal responsibilities while sending
and
law
state
administer
We
parallel those of a Board of Directors.
with
comply
must
also
We
Senate..
and
budgets passed by the NH House
projects
programs,
federal
accept
we
when
federal laws and regulations

As one

of

m

and grants.

-nto seek citizens willing
responsibility of the Governor and Council is
boards and commissions. It is important
to serve on the state volunteer
serving on a
If you are interested
represented.
that your region be well
to
resume
and
interest
of
letter
your
send
please
board or commission,
to
Liaison
Appointments/
my office or directly to Kathy Goode, Director of
Street,
North
House, 107
the Council Governor's Office, State
Secretary of State s
Concord, NH 03301, Tel. (603) 271-2121. Visit the
,

.

One

m

Mam

website to see what is available/open
v.rww.sos.nh.gov/redbook /in dex. htm

Sources of information from

my

office to

The New Hampshire Constitution
Official NH Highway Map

NH

Organizational Chart of

NH
NH

in

Council District

CARROLL COUNTY:
Atnany, BjiUell,

Chalham. Conway, Ealon,
EMtngham. Fieedom, Hart's Loc
Jackson. Madison. Moultonbotough.
Ossipee, Sandwich, Tamwonh.
.

TufionbOfO, Wakelield, Woltebofo,

GRAFTON COUNTY:
Alenandtia. Ashland. Baih.

Benion. Belhlehem. Btidgswaler.
Boblol.

Campion, Canaan,

Doicnester, Easton. Ellsworth.
Enfield. Franconia, Grallon,

ffl

State

you include:

Government

Calendar 2006-07
Executive Council brochure

Political

Listing of toll-free

Towns

at;

phone numbers

for

resources and information.

Effective email/website source includes;
personnel,
www.nh.gov for all state agencies; executive, legislative, state

and much more.
wwwnh.gov/council includes duties, minutes of meetings, agendas lor
upcoming meetings and the history of the Executive Council.
hchenevfanheom.state.nh.us Bruce Cheney, Bureau Chief all emergency
licensing boards,

management

matters.

www.gencourtstate.nh.us/hnuse/members/

All

email addresses.
www.gencourt.state.nh.us /senate/members ALL
Members email addresses.

NH House Members

NH

State Senate

G'Olon. Hanover. Havertiill.

Hebron. Hoideiness. Landad.
Lebanon. Lincoln, L'SbOn.

I

Liveimote, LilHelon. Lyman,
Lyme. Monfoe, Orange. Ortord

Piermont. Plymoulh. Rumnoy,
Sugar Hilt, Thornton. Warren.
Waterville Vallsy. Wenlworth,

am

always available

COOS COUNTY:

IT IS A

to assist

and concerns

in solving issues

you and your region
of importance to you.

PLEASURE TO SERVE DISTRICT ONE.

Berlin. Cettoll. Clarlisville.

WoodstocW

ColebrooK, Columbia. Dalloo.
Dixvllle.

BELKNAP COUNTY:
Alton, Belmoni.

Cenle' Harbor.

Gillord, Laconia, Meiddith,

New Hampton.

Sanbornton.

Tilton

Dummsf.

Etfol,

SULLIVAN COUNTY:

Gortiam, Jelteison, Lancaslat.
Milan. Millsdeld. Noithumberland,
Pillsburg Randolph. Snelburne,
Slewanslown. Slark, slraHojd.

Charlestown. Claremoni. Cornish,
Croydon. Gtaniham. NewpoM

Whitatield

Plain1i«ld. Springfield,

Sunapeo

2005
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Summary

r

—
Summary

Sunm^ary

Town

Forest

Summit Drive
Jamestov^n Road, Land
South Road, Land

Depot Street, Land
Jamestown Road, Land
Church Street, Cemetery
Laconia Road, L&B
Perkins Road, Land
Sargent Lake, Land
Sargent Lake, Land
Gilmanton Road, Water Tank

Shaker Road, Land
Shaker Road, L&B
South Road, Land
South Road, Land
South Road, Land

Town Owned

Map/ Lot/ Unit

Location
Wildlite Blvd.,

of

Property

m
Selectmen's Corner
2005
As many

you may have read

of

in recent

newspaper

articles,

the Board of

Selectmen will be pursuing the design of a new Municipal Facility during 2006. A
Municipal Facilities Team has been appointed and their first meeting was held on
February 2, 2006. David Provan of RightRoad'''''^ a consultant working with the Local

Government Center, attended the meeting and provide a PowerPoint presentation to
The presentation outlineti the recommendeci process for forming the
the "Team".
"Team", completing a Needs Assessment Survey, reviewing the results and choosing
the best project option.

The

proposal for a

initial

The goal

Police Department.

voters at the

Town

new Municipal

of the

Facility includes the

Board of Selectmen

of Belmont's 2007

Town

is

Town

Offices

and

a

to bring this plan before the

Meeting. Voters this year will be asked to

support the creation of a Capital Reserve Fund for the proposed facility with an
appropriation of $125,000; additionally the 2006 Annual Budget also includes a request
for $30,000 to be

used for design services.

The community's needs continue to change with the added growth in Belmont
and the Lakes Region Area, and meeting those needs is of utmost importance to the
Board. The Town Hall has been renovated numerous times over the past several years.
We have reached our capacity for storage and staff and are facing structural and
parking deficiencies. The Police Department, presently located in the former Fire
Station, has been renovated, however is not adequate for today's needs. The offices are
small and file cabinets line the walls in every room. It is anticipated that the new facility
will be designed with adequate space to serve the community's needs for many, many
years.

Belmont will be faced with a difficult decision in 2007; do we
continue to limp through with inadequate, unsafe facilities, or do we fund the
construction of a facility that has been needed for several years? We, the Board of
Selectmen, support the construction of a new facility, and we will strive to design a
facility that meets our needs well into the future, but also a facility that is fiscally

The Town

of

responsible.

The Town of Belmont will be asked this year to fund the construction of a new
Auditorium at the Shaker Regional High School; utilizing State Building Aid and
taxation as the mechanism for funding. The impact of this addition is lessened by the
State's guarantee of 48% funding to offset the cost; a fiscally difficult funding option to
pass up. We ask that you consider the proposal with an open mind, and vote in the best
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interest of the

commitment

Town of

to the

Belmont.

We share with the Shaker Regional School

community and

the future needs of the

Town

Board, their

of Belmont,

and the

Board of Selectmen supports this proposal.

Your support
appreciated;

we are

will continue to

a

Town

and the Board of Selectmen is as always greatly
great community, with a great future and we promise you that we

of

do our best

staff

for you!

Sincerely,

Belmont Board
"B ria^n'

of

Selectmen

M) otteryyw

Brian Watterson,

UO'^^yVX^dd/

Chairman

CaldweXb

Reginald Caldwell, Vice Chairman

IZoYialdy Corwiievjr.

Ronald Cormier,

Jr.,

Selectman

Town Administrator's Annual

Report

2005
what

z(JL)5

The Town Administrator's

a year!

saw many changes this
and I was appointed by the

office

Sr., retired as of August 31^',
Board of Selectmen to fill his rather large shoes; a challenge, but one that 1 have taken
up with enthusiasm and commitment to the Town of Belmont and its residents.

past year; Donald McLelland,

We started
Our

Fire

2005 with a major

fire

which devastated many businesses on Route 3.
is to be commended for their dedication and

Department, under Chief Siegel,

The Department, although responding throughout the year to
numerous emergencies, saw another horrific fire on December 19*, which left a
Belmont family homeless just before Christmas. The community, family and friends
rallied together to help the Rowell's and plans are underway for a new home.
professionalism.

The Board of Selectmen in conjunction with my office have been very busy
working with the Planning Board on a Housing Study to be completed in the near
future, which will assist the Town in planning for growth.
We saw a significant
number of subdivision applications in 2005, which also provided valuable information
to the Town through traffic and economic impact studies. All of this information is vital
to the community, and would like to thank the Land Use Staff; Town Planner Candace
Daigle, Land Use Teclmician Richard Ball, Land Use Administrative Assistant Elaine
Murphy, Buikiing Inspector/Code Enforcement Officer Gary Boisvert and Land Use
Clerk Denise Rollins for their commitment and hard work this past year.
1

This past year has brought changes to the Police Department too. Staffing
difficulties

plagued us early

in

2005,

but

through the

Mark Lewandoski, and

Baiocchetti, Lieutenant

efforts

of

Chief Vincent

the excellent officers of the Belmont

Police Department, recruitment has been successful

would

like to

willingness to

and staffing is almost at capacity. I
thank each of the members of the Department for their support and
work with Chief Baiocchetti, and the Board of Selectmen to improve

morale within the Department.

Works

have

had a busy year. Last winter
brought heavy snow, late spring and early summer; heavy rain, and then came the
flooding of fall.
This year's weather wreaked havoc with the Public Works
Department's budget as numerous roads were washed out during the spring and fall
flooding. The cost of fuel translated to higher salt costs, and coupled with the heavy
snow, the Town exceeded its salt budget by $30,000 in 2005. We have taken a long hard
look at this item for 2006, and have increased the budget to a level we hope will be
adequate for this winter's worst. Long time Public Work's employee, James Marden
Public

-

I

to say that they certainly

2005 Administrator's Report
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celebrated 40 years of

employment with

the

Town

of

Belmont

would

in

March

of 2005; he

was

thank each of the

honored by the Board of Selectmen for his service.
members of the Department for their hard work, and expressly. Director Bob Bennett
for his dedication to the community.
I

like to

The Water Department under the day-to-day direction of David McLelland, Sr.,
continues to make improvements to the water system. 1 would like to thank David for
his assistance this year; he has responded to numerous building maintenance
complaints in addition to his duties with the Water Department and Public Works.

The General Assistance Office under the ciirection of Donna Cilley has continued
to work long hours during 2005 to insure help for individuals and families needing
assistance with housing, food, clothing and medical services. She spends a tremendous
amount of time and energy helping others to help themselves and I would like to
express a sincere "thank you".

There are numerous other employees within the halls of the Town Office that
don't always receive the public's attention as Fire, Police, and Public Works; they
include our Town Clerk/ Tax Collector Carol Lacasse, who works many times under the
pressures of the "disgruntled taxpayer", the unliappy motor vehicle registrant, and the

dog owner, who forgot

to register the

pup

this year.

I

would

like to

thank her for her

Town of Belmont, and ask that each of you say "thank you" the next
time you stop by Town Hall. Town Clerk/ Tax Collector Clerk Terri Ralls has also been
a long time employee of the Town and has provided backup and support to the Town
contribution to the

Clerk/Tax Collector's office; thank you. I would like to welcome newly appointed
Deputy Town Clerk/ Tax Collector Cynthia Pike who joined our staff in late January.

Town Accountant Brenda

Paquette and Bookkeeping Clerk Denise Rollins do an

excellent job maintaining the financial records of the

Town

of

Belmont and

I

would

like

thank them for their hard work. Treasurer Nikki Wheeler completes this package, by
signing our paychecks and keeping our bank accounts straight, without her, I shudder
to

to think

The Town recently hired its first Parks and Recreation Director. Janet Breton was
hired as of December 19*, and has vigorously taken up the challenge of continuing the
excellent program started by the Belmont Parks and Recreation Committee under the
chairmanship of Tina Fleming. I look forward to working with Janet to provide a wellrounded recreation program for the Town of Belmont. The Parks and Recreation Office
is located on the site of the old highway garage on Sargent Street, and the office phone
number is 267-8329. Keep your eyes open for upcoming recreation events and the
highly anticipated

Summer Program.
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I

would

also like to thank the Board of Selectmen for their support

and I look
thank the Budget

would like to
to working with them
Committee for their willingness to work with me this year on new procedures during
the budget process, and their dedication is appreciated.
forward

Last,

in 2006.

but most of

all

not

least, is

Additionally,

my

1

Administrative Assistant, Cary Lagace;

who

has taken on the added responsibility of Assessment Database Maintenance, and will be
transitioning to additional assessing functions in 2006. She is a vital part of my ability to

do

my job. Thank you, Cary, for your support!
would encourage anyone who has
A good idea is always welcome!

1

office.

a question, or a suggestion to stop

by

my

Sincerely,

K. Jeanne Beaudin

Town

Administrator

ii^-<w^

^^
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Town
Auto Registrations

Clerk's Report 2005

1,195,063.23

(10,590 registrations)

Municipal Agent Fees

Dog

21,490.00

Licenses, including kennels (1225)

Recording

&

10,851.00

2,632.37**

Discharge Fees (UCC's)

Marriage Licenses

(39 issued)

1,755.00

Copy Fees

919.00

Boat Registration Fees

32,211.26

Filing Fees

1.00

Certified Copies of Vital Records

1,460.00

Total Remitted to Treasurer

**Plus

UCC fees submitted directly to Treasurer
by Secretary of

Total

Town Clerk

1

best of

$1,266,382.86

hereby

840.00

State's Office

Fees

certify that the

$1,267,222.86

above

Town

Clerk's Report

is

correct according to the

my knowledge and beliefs.

Carol A. Lacasse

Town Clerk

THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF BELMONT IN THE COUNTY OF
BELKNAP, IN THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN

TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby

Town

notified to

of Belmont to be holden

in

meet for the 2005 Annual Meeting of the
two sessions as follows:

FIRST SESSION
The FIRST SESSION

be holden at the Roland S. Kimball Auditorium,
Belmont Middle School, Belmont, New Hampshire on the 8*^ day of March, next,
Between the hours of 8:00 o'clock in the forenoon and 7:00 o'clock in the aftershall

noon, to act upon the following subjects:
1

.

To choose

all

necessary Town Officers

for the

year ensuing.

VOTES CAST FOR TOWN OFFICERS WERE AS FOLLOWS:
ELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS:

FOR LIBRARY TRUSTEE:
Dawn

(Vote for one)

Kidd

had

440 votes

Susan Rhodes

FOR SEWER COMMISSION:

(Vote for one)

Richard A. Fournier
Ward Peterson
Bill Jennison

had

L.

had

had

334 votes
"
376
173

"
"

Teresa Crevier
Kevin McGettigan
Mark Mooney

(1

1
A

2

FOR ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
Peter Harris
Pleasant Oberhausen

had

Patten
Teresa Crevier
L.

[1

"

(Vote for 2)

342 votes
"
203
321
1

"
"
"

Kruger

1

Mark Mooney

FOR BUDGET COMMITTEE

445 votes

(Vote for two)

Peter Harris
Pleasant Oberhausen

Jeff

"

(Vote for one)

Gary Flack

Norma

"

1

Patten

FOR PLANNING BOARD:

286 votes
188

FOR CEMETERY TRUSTEE:
Norma

"

1

2

(1

YEAR)

Gary Flack
Marden

"

(Vote for 2)

had

423 votes

Jeff

4

"

Ward Peterson

3

"

74

had

Linda Frawley
Pleasant Oberhausen
Robert St. Lawrence

Donna

3 votes

"

3

"

3
2
2
2
2

Cilley

"

Peter Harris
Bill Otto
Roy Roberts

"
"
"

Albert Akerstrom

David Arthur
William Brunkhardt

Wilson Buckle
Jake Caldwell
Reggie Caldwell

Jasmine Canlis
Dennis Isabella
Ken Knowlton
Brenda Long
Richard Long

Donna McLelland
Norma Patten
Rodney Pearl
Paul Plimpton
Bill

Robarge

FOR BUDGET COMMITTEE,
Ronald Cormier,
David F. Morse

Norma

L.

3

YEARS;

(Vote for 4)

had

Jr.

Patten

John P. Rowe, III
Gary Flack
Albert Akerstrom

Donna

393 votes
389
399
387
2

Cilley

Teresa Crevier
Linda Frawley
Ken Knowlton
Jeffrey

Marden

Christopher Mooney
Ward Peterson

Robert

St.

had

Lawrence

/r7^
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PLANNING BOARD AMENDMENTS TO BELMONT ZONING ORDINANCES:
The Planning Board DUES
PETITION Amendment:
Question

NOT SUPPORT the following

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by
the town Zoning ordinance as follows:

1.

Petition for

Adopt Aquifer Protection Ordinance.

YES

NO

88 Votes
"
411

The Planning Board SUPPORTS and
The following Amendments:

RECOMMENDS

Question 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the town Zoning Ordinance as

follows:

Open Space Residential Development Overlay Zone.
proposed Zone consisting of 20 or more acres and to be

Creat an

Lots within the
subdivided into 3 or more lots for residential housing purposes would be required
to design the subdivision as an Open Space Subdivision, whereby lot sizes may

be reduced, but permanently protected open space is also created. Amend the
standards for Open Space Residential Development to include the addition of a
density bonus for projects that are determined by the Planning Board to provide
exceptional public benefits. Revise existing standards for permanently protected
open spaces.

YES

206 Votes

NO

291

I

76
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QUESTION

3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #3 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the town Zoning Ordinance as follows?

Allow only one in-law apartment per

lot in

zones where in-law apartments

are currently allowed.

YES

258 Votes
244 Votes

NO
QUESTION

4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the town Zoning Ordinance as follows?

timing of

may

limit

new

Adopt a Growth Management Ordinance (GMO) to regulate the
residential growth. Under the proposed Ordinance the Planning Board
building permits for

new

residential housing units and/or

may

require

and residential site plans be built out over more
than one year. The restrictions would be implemented only at times when
Growth Indicators, based on building permits and/or the rate of increase for the
full value tax rate, are present.
Under the proposed Ordinance, permits for
preexisting lots of record and lots and sites approved by the Planning Board prior
that

to the

residential subdivisions

enactment

of the

GMO

are exempt from the permit limitation.

YES

231 Votes

NO

265

"

QUESTION

#5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #5 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the town Zoning Ordinance as follows?

Define and regulate

new

The proposed use
would be a retail use limited in size and scope and allowed only by special
exception on lots in the Rural Zone that have frontage and access on a State
Highway. The use would also be allowed in Zones where Retail Stores are
limited Retail Store use.

currently allowed.

YES

NO

163 Votes
"
340

QUESTION

#6: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #6 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the town Wetlands Ordinance as follows?

Adopt standards for the protection of vegetated buffers within 50' of Public
Waters, Prime Wetlands, Ponds, and Perennial Streams, and within 35' of
Wetlands larger than 3,000sf. Amend setbacks for parking lots, fill materials and
f?7^

77

commercial earth excavation. Amend setbacks to Wetlands (any size) to be to
Wetlands larger than 3,000sf. Amend wetlands data certification requirements.
Amend/create definitions for Certified Wetlands Scientist, Intermittent and
Perennial Streams, Streams and Vegetated Buffer.

YES

234 Votes
"
264

NO

RESULTS OF THE BALLOTS CAST:
Selectman

for three

years

Trustee of Trust Funds for three years
Library Trustee for three years
Sewer Commission for three years
Cemetery Trustee for three years
Planning Board for three years

Zoning Board of Adjustment

Budget Committee

for

for three

years

one year

Ronald Cormier, Jr.
Suzanne S. Roberts

Dawn

Richard A. Fournier
Norma L. Patten
Gary Flack
Peter Harris
Peter Harris
Norma L. Patten
Gary Flack
Jeff

Budget Committee

for three

years

Kidd

Marden

Ronald Cormier,
David F. Morse

Norma
John

QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION

#1

NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL

P.

L.

Jr.

Patten

Rowe,

III

FAILED
FAILED

#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

PASSED
FAILED
FAILED
FAILED

VOTERS ON CHECKLIST
REGULAR BALLOTS CAST
ABSENTEE BALLOTS CAST
BALLOTS SPOILED
NEW REGISTRATIONS DAY OF VOTING

4127
497
16
3

22

A TRUE RECORD, ATTEST:
Carol A. Lacasse
Clerk

Town

/r7^
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SECOND SESSION
Town

of Belmont,

New Hampshire

Annual Meeting Warrant March

The meeting was brought

to order at 10:03

12,

2005

AM by Moderator Thomas Garfield.

Meeting attendees were asked to stand for the Pledge of Allegiance.
Father Albert Tremblay,

Jr.

of St. Joseph Parish offered a

Moderator Garfield announced the results of voting

The following newly

elected officials

Community

Blessing.

at the First Session

were given the Oath

on March

of Office

8*.

by Moderator

Garfield:

Ronald Cormier,
David Morse

Norma

L.

Jr.

Patten

Gary Flack
Suzanne S. Roberts

was noted

Selectman
Budget Committee

(3 years)

Cemetery Trustee, Budget Committee
Zoning Board of Adjustment

(3 yrs)

Planning Board
Trustee of Trust Funds

RSA 673:7,

two successful candidates
the one year Budget Committee position would not be sworn at this time.
It

that because of a conflict per

the

for

for filling the

Chairman of the Board of Selectmen extended thanks to Roy Roberts
vacancy on the Board of Selectmen created when Doralyn Harper

resigned due to

illness.

Brian Watterson,

Chairman Watterson recognized Linda Poire and Trudy Brown, and read the dedication
of the 2004 Annual Town Report to Peter Poire for his many years of service to the town
and its residents.

Town
was

Sr. announced the Public Works Department
Department of the Year. Director Robert Bennett and his employees
attend the meeting due to the snow storm and will be recognized at a

Administrator Donald McLelland,

selected as

were unable

to

later date.

2005

III

Fire Chief Richard Siegel recognized Call Firefighters

hundred

who had

logged over three

(300) hours of service.

They were:

Dep. Chief Bradley Lawrence

507 hours

Ryan

310 hours

Gile

392 hours

James Girard
David Hall

311 hours

Moderator Thomas Garfield recognized those sitting at the Head Table and announced
he would be using the Town and School Meeting Rules of Order. He stated all
questions and comments would be directed to the Moderator. All speakers were to
state their name clearly for the record and any amendments to the Articles must be
presented to the Moderator in writing.

He

stated that

Article #1.

non-voters must identify themselves. Six people complied.

To hear and

act

upon

the reports of Boards and Committees.

made by Brian Watterson, seconded by Donald McLelland,
Linda Frawley commented on the Town Hall Building Committee.

Motion
Sr.

all

to accept Article

#1

There was no further discussion. Article #1 carried by voice vote.
Article #2.

To

see

how

the

Town

will vote to

expend the income from the John M.

Sargent Trust Fund.

The recommendations
St.

of the Sargent

Fund Committee were announced:

Joseph Pantry

$600.00

Belmont High School Graduation Reception
Belmont Old Home Day
Belmont Baseball Organization
Cub Scout Pack 65
Boy Scout Troop 65
Belmont Police Relief Assn. "Toy's Program"
Belmont Girl Scouts
Heavenly Sonshine Daycare
First Baptist Church Food Pantry
Belmont Historical Society
Belknap United Soccer Association
Total

700.00

350.00
650.00
500.00

500.00
200.00
900.00

400.00
400.00
500.00

400.00

$6,100.00

2005
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Motion
Pilliod.

#3 was made by Mark Condociemetraky, seconded by Judy
There was no discussion. Article carried by voice vote.
to accept Article

To

Town

an expendable trust fund under the
provisions of RSA 31:19-a, to be known as the Province Road Meetinghouse Fund, for
the purpose of preserving and renovating the Province Road Meetinghouse, and to
raise and appropriate the sum of fourteen thousand seven hundred and forty-five
dollars ($14,745) for this purpose, and to fund this appropriation by authorizing the
transfer of $14,745 from the unexpended fund balance as of December 31, 2004.
Article #3.

see

if

the

will vote to create

(The Budget Committee recommends $14,745 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

#3 was made by Donald Pugh, seconded by Albert Akerstrom.
There was no discussion, article carried by voice vote.

Motion

to accept Article

To

Article #4.

see

if

Commission

Town

the

RSA

the provisions of

to accept

will vote to establish a Heritage

Fund

in

accordance with

674:44-d for the purpose of allowing the Belmont Heritage

and

retain funds acquired

by appropriation,

gift

or otherwise in a

non-lapsing account, to be expended by the Heritage Commission for

without further approval

of voters.

The

its

purposes

disbursement of heritage funds shall be

authorized by a majority of the heritage commission. Prior to the use of such funds for
the purchase of any interest in real property, the heritage commission shall hold a
public hearing with notice in accordance with

Motion

to accept Article

RSA

675:7.

#4 made by Ronald Mitchell, seconded by Brian Watterson.

There was no discussion. Article carried by voice vote.
Article #5.

To

see

if

the

Town will

vote to raise and appropriate the

sum

of

one hundred

thousand seven hundred and ninety dollars ($166,790) for the
reconstruction of highways, said appropriation to be funded by $166,790 from Highway
Block Grant funds provided by the State of New Hampshire.

and

sixty-six

(The Budget Committee recommends $166,790 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

McLelland,

#5 was made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Donald

Sr.

There was no discussion,

article carried

by voice

vote.

2005
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Article #6

million

six

($5,634,167),

Town

and appropriate the sum of five
hundred thirty-four thousand one hundred and sixty-seven dollars
which represents the operating budget and is exclusive of all special and
To see

if

the

will vote to raise

individual warrant articles.

(The Budget Committee recommends $5,634,167 and the Board of Selectmen supports
this

recommendation.)

GENERAL BUDGET
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2004

NI

IMA

Liability Trust

Insurance Contingency

TOTAL INSURANCE
POLICE DEPARTMENT

2004

Equipment
Hquipment Mamt & Repair
Uniform Cleaning
Medical Expenses

Comstar

Billing Fees

Fire Prevention

Supplies
Vehicle Repair

&

Parts

Vehicle Fuel
Tires

Radio Repairs
General Expense

TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENT

&
2004

2004

2005

2005

2005

Expended

Requested

Recommend

Recommend

Dept

Select

12,192

12,000

12,000

12,000

583,141

694,024

694,024

694,024

Electricity

5,377

6,000

6,000

6,000

TOTAL STREET LIGHTING

5,377

6,000

6,000

6,000

Highway Block - Expenses

126,316

Article

Article

Article

TOTAL HIGHWAY BLOCK

126,316

General Expense

TOTAL HIGI IWAY
DEPARTMENT

Bud

Comm

STREET LIGHTING

HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
EXPENSES

GRANT
SANITATION-SOLID WASTE
DISPOSAL
Contract For Pickups

2004

2005
Requested

2005

2005

Recommend

Recommend

Dept

Select

337

300

300

300

32,138

41,441

41,441

41,441

Expended

Supplies

TOTAL WELFARE
ADMINISTRATION

WELFARE VENDOR PAYMENTS
Housing

Bud

Comm

B

1

^

-

-

-

--

1

2004

2005

2005

2005

Expended

Requested
Dept

Recommend

Recommend

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

12,000

Select

Bud

Comm

TAN ANTICIPATION DEBT
Debt

Interest

Tax Anticipation

TOTAL TAN ANTICIPATION
DEBT

CO EQUIPMENT, VEHICLES &
MACHINERY
FD

Firefighting Boots

m

®
HD Electrical Panel
HD Modine Exhaust

2004

2005

2005

2005

Expended

Requested

Recommend

Recommend

Dept

Select

20,000

20,000

20,000

32,975

32,975

32,975

1,371

TOTAL CO IMPROV BUILDINGS

25,992

CO IMPROV EXCEPT BUILDINGS
FD Dry Hydrant Maintenance

& Ride/Community Sign

FD Paving
Island

Rear Parking Lot

Concord

St

&

Rt 106

Winni Scenic Trail Phase
Winni Rec B.R.A.T.T.
Park

1

& Ride Paving

Environmental Contingency
Library Architectural Plans

PD Police Facility Study
HS Road Const, Repair &

Maint

TOTAL CO IMPROV EXCEPT
BUILDINGS

Comm

2,000

Town ADA Compliance

Park

r3ud

1,300

Motion

#6 was made by Kenneth

to accept Article

Gagnon made

amend

Ellis,

seconded by Mark Roberts.

Youth Services Bureau line of the Health
Services Budget back to the $33,254(an increase of $8254) requested by the Agency, from
$25,000 recommended by the Budget Committee and the Board of Selectmen.
Jennifer

Motion

to accept the

a

motion

to

the

amendment was made by Jon

Brian Watterson spoke against the

amendment on

Pike,

seconded by Diane Marden.

behalf of the Selectmen and Budget

Committee. The request represented a 100% increase within two years.

Donald McLelland gave an overview
not

recommend

of the

work

of the

Youth Services Bureau and did

the increase.

Ray Carbone inquired who absorbs the costs. Mrs. Gagnon replied
on the numbers served. She also stated
money had ended and they believe the Towns need to fund that money.
support the program based

that the

towns

that their grant

why the original amount was cut from 2004. Ronald Mitchell
Committee must balance cuts among requests.

Marie Goetz questioned
replied the Budget

Brian Watterson

moved

the question, seconded by

Donald McLelland,

Sr.

Voice vote on motion to increase Health Services Budget was unclear. The Moderator
called for a standing vote.

YES 33

Results of the standing vote:

NO 25
Total

amount of amended Budget $5,642,421.

Ronald Mitchell spoke

of the buciget process

and thanked the Department heads

for

their participation.

James

Pilliod

spoke of the Genesis Report.

Amended budget passed by
Donald McLelland,
by Ronald Mitchell.

Sr.

voice vote.

moved

to restrict reconsideration of Articles

#1

-

#6,

seconded

There was no discussion, motion passed by unanimous voice vote.
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To

Article #7.

see

if

Town

the

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum

two
the operation and

hundred thirty-seven thousand two hundred dollars ($237,200) for
maintenance of the Sewage Collection and Disposal System for the ensuing

sum

is

to be offset

by user's

of

year, said

fees.

(The Budget Committee recommends $237,200 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion to accept
Murphy.

Article

#7 was made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Thomas

There was no discussion. Article #7 passed by voice vote.
the

Town

Estimated Increase

Year

To see

approve the cost items included in the
collective bargaining agreement reached between the Town of Belmont and the
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, Council 93,
Local 534 for the term April 1, 2005 to March 31, 2007, which calls for the following
increases in salaries and benefits:
Article #8.

Year
2005

if

$80,047

will vote to

2006

Estimated Increase

Year

$73,389

2007

Estimated Increase
$56,378

and further to raise and appropriate the sum of eighty thousand forty-seven dollars
($80,047), which represents the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries
and benefits for the first contract year over those of the appropriation at current staffing
levels paid in the prior fiscal year.

(The Budget Committee recommends $80,047 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation
.

Motion to accept Article #8 was made by Albert Akerstrom, Seconded bv Thomas
Murphy. There was no discussion. Article #8 carried by voice vote.

Town of Belmont, if article #8 is defeated, authorize the governing
one special meeting, at its option, to address article #8 cost items only?

Article #9. Shall the

body

to call

No action was taken on

Article #9.

2005

m

Town

and appropriate the sum

of

one

thousand seven hundred fifty-eight dollars ($154,758)
operation and maintenance of the Water Distribution and Treatment Systein
ensuing year, said sum is to be offset by user's fees.

for

the

Article #10.

hundred

To

see

the

if

will vote to raise

fifty-four

for the

(The Budget Committee recommends $154,758 and the Board of Selectmen support
recommendation.)

this

Motion to accept Article #10 was made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Thomas
Murphy. There was no discussion. Article #10 carried by voice vote.

Town

and appropriate the sum of thirty-five
thousand dollars ($35,000) for the purchase of new fire/ ambulance/ rescue equipment
and to fund this appropriation by authorizing the withdrawal of said amount from the
Fire/ Ambulance Equipment and Apparatus Special Revenue Fund previously
Article #11.

To

see

if

the

established in accordance with

will vote to raise

RSA 31:95,C.

(The Budget Committee recommends $35,000 and the Board of Selectmen support
recommendation.)

this

Motion to accept Article #11 was made by Diane Marden, seconded by Donald Pugh.
There was no discussion. Article #11 passed by voice vote.

Town

and appropriate the sum of three
hundred and fifty-three thousand four hundred dollars ($353,400) for the purpose of the
Winnipesaukee Scenic Trail Phase 1, said appropriation to be funded by a grant from
the State of New Hampshire Department of Transportation in the amount of $282,720
and the balance to be raised through taxation.
Article #12.

To

see

if

the

will vote to raise

(The Budget Committee recommends $353,400 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

#12 was made by Donald Pugh, seconded by Ronald Mitchell.

Ronald Mitchell gave an update on the progress

Mark Condodemetraky

of the

stated he agrees the project

is

BRATT Committee.
good

for

Belmont but

it

was

his

understanding the project would not be funded by taxation. He urges people to
support the project privately - not through taxation. He does not support the article as
written.

William Goetz inquired as to

how many

phases and what will be the

total cost.
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Ronald Mitchell stated that an appropriation must be shown
receive funding and to cover liability insurance.
Diane Marden asked
be paved.

the

if

trail will

Judith Pilliod spoke in favor of the

be handicap accessible.

article, stating

in the

budget

in order to

Mr. Mitchell stated

the project opens

up

it

will

recreational

activities for residents.

There being no further discussion. Moderator Garfield called for the vote.
Article #12 carried by voice vote.

To

Article #13.

see

if

the

Town

and appropriate the sum of ten
design and engineering for Phase II of the

will vote to raise

thousand dollars ($10,000) for the purpose of
Winnipesaukee Scenic Trail.

(The Budget Committee recommends $10,000 and the Board of Selectmen support

this

recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

Brief discussion

#13 was made by Kenneth

was held regarding pledges

Ellis,

to offset

seconded by Donald Pugh.

BRATT

funding and available

parking.

Donna

Cilley

moved

the question, seconded by Albert Akerstroni.

Article

#13 carried

by voice vote.
Article #14.

To

see

RSA

if

the

Town

will vote to establish a Capital

Reserve Fund under the

purpose of Lamprey Cemetery Restoration and to raise
and appropriate the sum of fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000) to be placed in this fund,
and further, to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend money from this fund.
provisions of

35:1 for the

(The Budget Committee recommends $15,000 and the Board of Selectmen support

this

recommendation.)

#14 was made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by
Lawrence. There was no discussion. Article #14 carried by voice vote.

Motion

to accept Article

Bradley

see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
RSA 35:1 for the purpose of a Road Inventory Layout and to raise and
appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be placed in this fund,
and further, to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend money from this fund.
Article #15.

To

provisions of

2005
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il

(The Budget Committee recommends $25,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

#15 was

WiUiam Goetz asked what
Brian Waterson explained

Donald McLelland,
Article

a

is

it is

Sr. stated

made by Kenneth

ElHs,

Road Inventory Layout.
to survey and draft plans

the inventory

is

seconded by Diane Marden.

for all

town

roads.

necessary to obtain state funding.

#15 carried by voice vote.

Article #16.

To

see

if

Town

the

will vote to establish a Capital

Reserve Fund under the

RSA 35:1 for the purpose of Digital Radio Equipment and to raise and
the sum of fifteen thousand dollars (515,000) to be placed in this fund, and

provisions of

appropriate

further, to designate the

Selectmen as agents to expend money from

this fund.

(The Budget Committee recommends $15,000 and the Board of Selectmen support
recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

this

#16 was made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Thomas

Murphy.

Woodbury Fogg asked how

the funds will be spent.

Donald McLelland, Sr. explained that the state has mandated all radios must be
upgraded. Only the Police Department is currently digital. These funds are to begin
upgrade of radios in other town departments.
There was no further discussion. Article #16 carried by voice vote.
see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the
RSA 35:1 for the purpose of an Emergency Power Supply and to raise and
appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be placed in this fund,
and further, to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend money from this fund.
Article #17.

To

provisions of

(The Budget Committee

recommends $25,000 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion to accept
Murphy.

m

Article

#17 was made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Thomas

2005

Donald McLelland, Sr. stated the State and Federal Governments require that Towns
have alternative emergency centers. At this time only the Fire Station is set up. These
funds

would provide
This

is

second Emergency

for a

Command

necessary to obtain grants for Emergency

Center

Management

at the

Highway Garage.

plans.

There was no further discussion. Article #17 carried by voice vote.

Town

Reserve Fund under the
of
Property
Revaluation
and to raise and
purpose
provisions of RSA 35:1
appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be placed in this fund,
and further, to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend money from this fund.
Article #18.

To see

if

the

will vote to establish a Capital

for the

(The Budget Committee

recommends $25,000 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion to accept Article #18 was made by Ronald Mitchell, seconded by Donald Pugh.
There was no discussion. Article #18 carried by voice vote.

Town

and appropriate the sum of one
hundred and thirty thousand dollars ($130,000) for the purpose of purchasing a dump
truck with plow and wing, said appropriation to be funded by the withdrawal of sixtyfive thousand dollars ($65,000) from the Highway Department Heavy Equipment
Capital Reserve fund and the balance of sixty-five thousand ($65,000) is to come from
Article #19.

To see

if

the

will vote to raise

general taxation.

(The Budget Committee

recommends $130,000 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion to accept Article #19 was made by Albert Akerstrom,, seconded by Thomas
Murphy. There was no discussion. Article #19 carried by voice vote.
Article #20.

To see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

thousand dollars ($15,000) to be placed

Fund previously

in the

and appropriate the sum

Town

of fifteen

Drainage Projects Capital Reserve

established.

(The Budget Committee

recommends $15,000 and

the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion

to

accept Article #20

Paquette. There

was no

was made by Diane Marden, seconded by Brenda

discussion. Article #20 carried by voice vote.
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Article #21.

To

see

if

the

Town

thousand dollars ($65,000)

to

will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty-five
be placed in the Police Vehicles Capital Reserve Fund

previously established.

(The Budget Committee recommends $65,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this
recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

#21 was

made by

Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Donald

Pugh.

Ronald Mitchell
replace

two

Budget Committee explained that

of the

it

has been town policy to

police cruisers per year.

There was no discussion. Article #21 carried by voice vote.
Article #22.

To

see

if

the

Town

will

sum

two
the already established General Cemetery

vote to raise and appropriate the

thousand dollars ($2,000) to be placed in
Maintenance Fund governed under the provisions of
cemetery maintenance, said amounts to be expendable

RSA
at

A

of

purpose of
the discretion of the Cemetery
31:1 9-

for the

Trustees.

(The Budget Committee recommends $2,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

#22 was made by David Morse, seconded by Marie Goetz.

There was no discussion. Article #22 carried by voice vote.
Article #23.

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum

thousand dollars ($25,000) to be placed in the
Maintenance Capital Reserve fund already established.

five

Town

Bridge

of twenty

Repair

and

(The Budget Committee recommends $25,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion to accept
Murphy.

Article

#23 was made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Thomas

Ronald

stated

been about twenty years since the last bridge
The town needs to set aside funds to address the smaller

Mitchell

reconstruction in town.

it

has

bridges in town.

There was no discussion. Article #23 passed by voice vote.
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Article #24.

To

see

if

Town

the

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum

of fifty-eight

thousand dollars ($58,000) to be placed in the non-capital reserve account previously
established for the purpose of Information Technology.
(The Budget Committee recommends $58,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

Donald McLelland,

#24 was made

seconded by William Hart.

the Town has had an Information Technology Committee
Computers are recycled between departments and all systems

Sr. stated

for the past three years.

are

to Preston Tuthill,

upgraded annually according

to need.

There was no discussion. Article #24 carried by voice vote.
Article #25.

To

see

if

the

Town

and appropriate the sum of thirty
the Sidewalks Capital Reserve fund already

will vote to raise

thousand dollars ($30,000) to be placed in
established.

(The Budget Conxmittee recommends $30,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

#25 was

made by

Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Kenneth

Ellis.

After brief discussion. Article #25 carried by voice vote.

Article #26.

To

see

if

the

Town

and appropriate the sum of forty
the Highway Department Heavy Equipment

will vote to raise

thousand dollars ($40,000) to be placed in
Capital Reserve fund already established.

(The Budget Committee recommends $40,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion to accept
Marden.

Article

#26 was made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Diane

Ronald Mitchell stated the Highway Department Backhoe needs to be replaced. The
Department is currently looking to replace it with a rubber tired excavator.
There was no discussion. Article #26 carried by voice vote.
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Article #27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty
thousand dollars ($30,000) for the purpose of architectural plans for a Library Building

Addition.

(The Budget Committee recommends $30,000 and the Board of Selectmen support this

recommendation.)

Motion

to accept Article

#27 was made by Donald Pugh, seconded by William Goetz.

Library Trustee, David Morse spoke briefly of the intent of the Trustees in bringing
forth this article.

There was no discussion, Article #27 carried by voice vote.

To

Article #28.

see

if

the

Town

will vote to

adopt the Solid Waste Management

Ordinance as proposed by the Board of Selectmen. Among other provisions, the
Ordinance requires that commercial entities doing business in the Town shall pay the
costs to collect and dispose of their Solid Waste. Also, all persons who collect, transport
or deliver Solid Waste from commercial entities art: required to be licensed annually by
the Board of Selectmen.

Motion to accept
Murphy.

Town

Article

#28 was made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Thomas

Administrator, Donald McLelland,

Sr.

stated a study of solid waste disposal fees

began four years ago. Currently the cost of disposal for commercial entities is being
paid by the town, funded by taxation. If passed, they must pay their own tipping fees
starting in January, 2006. They will be eligible for the same tipping fees as the Town.
The savings to the town wouki be $100-150,000 per year.
Douglas

replied that

how

would impact the schools. Donald McLelland, Sr.
most towns exempt the schools and this would be a Selectmen's decision.

Ellis

inquired

this

There was no further discussion. Article #28 carried by voice vote.

Moderator Thomas Garfield extended thanks to Mr. Ellis and the school staff for their
Assistance in keeping the polls open during the Tuesday snow storm. He also extended
thanks to the Supervisors of the Checklist, poll workers and emergency service
personnel

Motion

who

to

assisted.

restrict

reconsideration of Articles #13 to #28

was made by Donald

McLelland, Sr., seconded by Brian Watterson.
There was no discussion. Motion carried by voice vote.

2005

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to grant a
driveway and utility easement to Matthew and Stacey Erlick to access their single
family residence located on their property at 11 Woodland Drive and depicted as Tax
Map 116 Lot 33 across property owned by the Town, depicted as Tax Map 116 Lot 32.
This easement is conditional upon the Erlick's providing a survey of the proposed
Article #29.

easement

Motion

area.

to accept Article

#29 was

made by

Preston Tuthill, seconded by William Hart.

Brian Watterson gave a brief overview of the
Article

There was no further discussion.

article.

#29 carried by voice vote.

Town

Board of Selectmen to grant a
"Parent Pit" property owned
and
drainage
to
the
wide easement
by Parent Brothers, LLC, depicted as Tax Map 242 Lot 4, across property owned by the
Town on Shaker Road, and depicted as Tax Map 242 Lot 5. This easement is conditional
upon the transfer of a drainage easement, along with construction and maintenance
easements, to the Town across land owned by Malvina Cherrette, depicted as Tax Map
126 Lot 26, from Concord Street to Clough Brook, also known as Pumping Station
Brook. See a plan of a Boundary Line Adjustment For Malvina Cherrette, by Fred
Article #30.

To

see

50'

if

the

will vote to authorize the

for access, utilities

Wheeler, LLS, dated October 2004, revised

November

30, 2004, for a

more

particular

depiction of the two easements.

Motion to accept Article #30 was made by Kenneth Ellis, seconded by Jon Pike.
Brian Watterson stated the intention of this article is to acquire the necessary land
remedy the drainage problem on Concord Street.
There was no further discussion. Article #30 carried by voice vote.
Article #31.

To

transact

any other business that may

William Goetz inquired as to the status of recycling
Brian Watterson stated the Recycling Committee is
is

planning a

facility

legally

in

come

town and

still

in effect

to

before the meeting.

the timetable.

and

a private

company

on Route 140 West.

There being no further business to come before the assembly, motion to adjourn was
made by Albert Akerstrom, seconded by Thomas Murphy.

Town Moderator Thomas Garfield

declared the session closed at 12:05

PM.
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Town Clerk
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BELMONT ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

ANNUAL REPORT 2005
Although the number
significantly above prior years.
2005

Variances

2004

of apphcations fell

2003

2002

2001

2000

from 2004

levels,

they remained

1999 1998 1997 1996 1995 1994 1993

Appeal of Administrative Decision Upheld: Sanborn Farm LLC

- Durrell

Mountain

- Durrell

Mountain

Road.

Appeal of Administrative Decision Pending: Sanborn Farm LLC
Road.

Variances - Withdrawn: Guyer - Jefferson Road, Shuten - Union Road.

The members thank Member Bruce Arey who left the Board in 2005 for his
service to the community and welcome Linda Couture as an Alternate Member. There
are currently three additional positions available for Alternate Members and the Board
encourages citizens to contact the Land Use office for further information on this and
other zoning matters.

Thank you

for

your continued support,

John Olmstead, Chairman

Norma

Patten

Pleasant Oberhausen

Peter Harris, Planning Board Rep.

Brenda Paquette

Edward Hawkins,

Alternate

Linda Couture, Alternate

2005

m

m
General Assistance Report

2005
This year the General Assistance Department handled a record

number

of cases.

With record breaking gasoline and oil prices, a ripple effect created a substantial
increase in food, rent and heating costs. As a result of the ripple effect low to moderate
income families have been left in dire straits.
At the same time, an increasing number of homeless lacking affordable or lowincome housing steadily impacts the department. There's a daily challenge to find
suitable housing. In most cases, the single parent householci can not be self-sufficient
forcing the department to financially assist them.
At the end of year 2004 the departments housing line haci exceeded its budgeted
by $21,600 making budget predictions for year 2005 next to impossible. As a
reflection of the unknown, this year's 2005 housing line exceeded its budgeted amount
by $37,200. This represents a $15,500 increase over last year's year end total.
line

Another growing problem, the department has experienced a lack of treatment
and after support services for individuals suffering from alcoholism and substance
abuse addiction. The complexity of these cases combined with a cost of living much
higher than local wages has left the town with a larger financial burden.

The Town of Belmont continues to maintain the philosophy that Town General
Assistance is a fund of last resort.
All applicants must have exhausted all other
economic resources to be granted town assistance. It is and always will be the goal of
the General Assistance Department to help it's residents gain control over their lives
and help them transition though very challenging times.

As always, 1 would like to thank our local Church Community for their
continued support, outside social service agencies, and the St Vincent DePaul Society
for

always being there when

we need

them.

Respectfully submitted.

Donna

J.

Cilley

General Assistance Director

m
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Behavioral Health

January

To

18,

2006

the residents of Belmont:

Genesis Behavioral Health

is

very grateful to the

Town

of

Belmont

for

its

2005

appropriation. This funding helped Genesis Behavioral Health cover the costs of

providing mental health care to residents of your town

who

are unable to pay the full

cost of their services.

Fiscal Year 2005 (ending June 30, 2005), a total of 238 Belmont residents
Genesis to find help for their mental health problems. Their ages break down as

During

came

to

follows:

Ages 1 to 17
Ages 18 to 59

109

& over

7
238

60

Total

From
services in

this total,

full.

121

36 residents did not have the resources to cover the costs of their

This "charity care" totaled $26,852. Your appropriation of $6,000 helped

cover a portion of those costs.
Since 1966, Genesis Behavioral Health has provided mental health services for
residents of the Lakes Region. Services are provided to children in schools, at
in special

programs designed

home and

to help the children practice the skills they

need

to

improve their lives. Elders may receive services in their homes, group homes or nursing
homes. Our Gatekeeper Program trains community volunteers to be alert to elders
living alone

who may need

assistance.

The Genesis Community Support Program

provides services for adults living with life-long mental illnesses. Finally, individual

therapy for adults and children can help address issues causing distress as well as

provide guidance towards positive behaviors. Genesis emergency services are available
24 hours a day, every day of the year.

Ill

Church Street

•

LaconiaNH 03246

•

Tel 603/524-1 100

•

Fax 603/528-0760

•

www.genesisbh.org 2005

©
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Genesis Behavioral Health is very grateful to the Town of Belmont for its 2005
appropriation. This funding helped us cover the costs of providing mental health care
to residents of your town who are unable to pay the full cost of their services.

Thank you

for

your support.

Michael Coughlin
Executive Director

111 Church Street

•

Laconia

NH 03246

•

Tel 603/524-1 100

120

Fax 603/528-0760

•

www.^enesisbh.org 2005

Public

Works Department

2005 Annual Report
2005 was an unusual year, a year of extremes; cold temperatures, snow, and a
very wet spring, summer, and fall. The ever changing weather in New Hampshire

keeps the Department of Public Works busy handling many jobs at once plowing,
sanding, salting in the winter months and repairing many washouts due to the heavy
rains and flooding. This type of weather pattern strains the budget, men and

equipment.

We

complete length of Peter Court, replacing culverts,
improving the base gravel and repaving, this will be the last of the reconstruction
projects that the DPW will do on their own. The Board of Selectmen decided that it is
not the DPW's job to construct roads but to do road maintenance, in 2006 we will be
working on ditches, shoulders and clearing brush along with all other maintenance
reconstructed

the

duties.

The Water Department is coming along nicely with many improvements to the
pump building, system and equipment. Next year we w'll be improving a large section
of piping on State Route 3 along with the State's help due to the reconstruction of Route
3.

The Department

still

services most

all

Town owned equipment and

vehicles

saving on repair costs.

The

DPW

has been supported by other

Town departments and we

appreciate their support and support them as well. Again as in the past,

1

will

always

would

like to

Town Administrator, Town residents for their help and
support, and most of all the men that work hard long hours with little rest under
extreme conditions, poor visibility, thanks and many thanks for a job well done.
thank the Board of Selectmen,

Please while

we

are there to help you;

are doing our job have patience, slow

we know

that

we

down, give us

are in a fast paced world, but

a break,

we

we need your

cooperation to succeed. Please drive carefully and respect our equipment.

Our

road pavement, in the winter to provide a
safe traveling surface as soon as possible through the proper use of deicing chemicals to
insure and protect roadside vegetation and groundwater.
goal, as always,

is

to protect to

Respectfully Submitted,
^ohe-rt

W.

"B^tnne-tt

Robert

W.

Bennett

Director of Public

Works
2005
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DEBITS:

UTILITY LIENS

WATER

- 2005

Water Department Report

Annual 2005

The Water Department had a very productive 2005. All of the goals we set at the
beginning of the year were met and in some cases surpassed. Water quality, production
Please remember that all
and distribution were faced with very few incidents.
questions, comments, anci concerns from residents are welcomed and appreciated. The
phone number for the Water Department is 267-8301, and our office is located
downstairs at Town Hall. Feel free to call or stop by any time!
The NHDOT informed the Town that they would be widening Rt. 3 from Hueber
The Laconia/ Belmont line, and that it appeared there would be some conflict
with the existing line which runs from the Laconia/ Belmont line to the entrance to the
Belknap Mall. The Water Department, with the Selectmen's approval, commissioned
Underwood Engineers Inc. to look at the conflicts and help design plans to relocate the
Dr. to

DOT

Underwood also looked at the feasibility of extending
the 12 inch water main to Huber Dr, as it would be cost effective to incorporate the
extension into the DOT project. This is still ongoing into 2006. Underwood's staff was
very professional and has done a great job on this project.
would also like to thaiik the
line to coincide

with

plans.

I

property owners on RT. 3 for their open-mindedness and cooperation while
the pros

and cons

we

assess

of extending the line.

The Town Of Belmont Water Department Rules and Regulations were revised in
2005. Copies are available at the Town Clerk's office as well as the Water Department
office. Reflected in the Rules and Regulations was the increase in water rates effective
December 1, 2005. The increase was necessary to meet budgetary needs as well as to
provide a source for the future needs of the Water Department such as major repairs,
expansion, or improvements.

The water production/ treatment facility located at Pout Pond on Shaker Rd.
some much needed attention this year. The walls were repaired, a new roof
was built, two new 550gal treatment tanks were installed, and a containment area for
the tanks was also constructed. We purchased and installed a "SCAD A" (Security
Control and Data Acquisition) unit to monitor and protect our drinking water as well as
received

to

provide additional security to the

facility.

Hydrants were flushed in the spring and again in the fall. We know this is
sometimes an inconvenience to the users, but a very necessary preventive maintenance
procedure which keeps the pipes clean and operating properly. Flushing is also an
excellent opportunity to exercise the many hydrants in Town and to provide any

Water Department Report 2005

<m
maintenance or repairs that
Citizen at least

1

may be

needed.

A Public

Notice

week prior to the flushing and runs for a

is

taken out in the Laconia

minimum

of 3 days.

you may already know, over 100 water meters were found to be in a
state of disrepair at the beginning of the year. Thus far more than 50% of those meters
have been repaired or replaced, and we are ciiligently working to repair or replace the

As some

of

remaining faulty meters.

We would like to thank Bob Bennett and all of the employees of the Public Works
hard work and support this year. Most of the repairs to the
distribution system could not have been done without the help of DPW and their
equipment. Also, thank you to the employees in the Town Clerk's office. Selectmen's
office. Land Use, Code Enforcement, Fire Dept. and Police for all of their help and hard
work.

Department

for their

Respectfully submitted,

David B. McLelland Sr.
Water Department Manager

Water Department Report 2005
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

ANNUAL REPORT 2005
Although the number of permits issued declined slightly from 2004, the Town of
Belmont issued 370 permits or more for the third consecutive year and 320 or more for
the sixth consecutive year.

New

businesses including "Sal's Pizza", "AllStaff Contract

"Buy Land/ Buy Lake Real Estate", "One Mill Street Salon", "Extreme Auto",
"Amant de Soleil/Lake City Reflections", "Absolute Car Care",
"Bertocchi's Towing", "Carignan Watch Co.", "Progressive Insurance", "Planet
Fitness", BBI Waste Industries", "Belmont Landing", "US Cellular", "Winni Bridge
Place", and "Century Buffet" opened or commenced construction within Belmont.
There was a $1,752,407 decrease in single-family residential construction costs and a
Services",

"Kirby Vacuums",

$1,423,002 increase in commercial/ industrial construction costs.

The following permits were issued
Type

in the year 2005:

of Construction

RESIDENTIAL
1.

Single Family

Replacement

In-Law Apartments
2.

Two

3.

Multi-Family

Family

Number
4.

-Number

of Buildings

of Units (not included in permit total)

Manufactured Housing (MFG) Units

-

New

MFG Replacement Units
MFG Unit Replaced with Stick-Built Unit
MFG Units Removed
Park Model
5.

Residential Additions/ Alterations (w/ Pools)

6.

Accessory Buildings (Garages, Sheds,

PUBLIC
7.

Public Buildings
Public Building Alterations

COMMERCIAL/ INDUSTRIAL
8.

Commercial/ Industrial

Commercial/ Industrial Alterations
9.

Demohtion

10.

Other

-

(Signs, etc.)

etc.)

2005

Type
Permits

11.

-

(Electrical,

of Construction

2005

2004

Net Change

35

30

5

370

394

-2i

Plumbing, 7-Occupancy)

TOTAL PERMITS

TOTAL COST OF CONSTRUCTION:
2005

-

2004

-

Residential
Residential

-

$8,674,552 + CowwerdalAndustrml/Educational

-

$10,426,959 + Commeraal/lndustrml/Educational

$4,469,727 =
-

TOTAL - $13,144,279
TOTAL - $13,493,684

$3,046,725 =

In Belmont's Service,

Gary G. Boisvert

Code Enforcement

New Construction on Stonington

Officer

Drive - Photo courtesy of Assessing Office

Code Enforcement Report 2005

BELMONT

FIRE

Richard K.

•

DEPARTMENT

Chief
James W. Davis, Deputy Chief
P.O. Box 837 . Belmont, NH 03220-0837

Belmont

Fire

Siegel,

Department Annual Report
2005

Belmont Fire Department responded

an
increase of 9% over 2004's responses, again a majority of these calls were for emergency
medical service or vehicle accidents. We have noticed a significant decrease in major
fires and chimney fires, largely due to public education and the use of smoke detectors.
The members of the department put in a total of 2,129.5 hours attending classes
involving both fire and medical training. Fire department personnel also put in 6,753.5
hours on emergency responses, for a total of 8,883 hours.
In the year 2005 the

to 1,290 calls. This is

Department responded to 2 major fires in 2005 the first was on
a 6 alarm fire destroyed a 6 unit mall on Daniel Webster
Highway. The temperature was 15 degrees below ze"o and equipment and personnel
were committed on scene for twenty hours. At the height of the fire 38 Engine
companies 6 Ladder companies 2 Rescue companies and 4 Ambulance companies and
209 firefighters were committed to the scene of the fire. Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid

The Belmont

January

IS'^ at 7:00

Fire

pm when

Association dispatched 66 pieces of

fire

apparatus during the course of the

fire,

a

number

of those were useci to cover towns that had sent most of their equipment to
Belmont for assistance. Again would like to thank all of the departments and people
that supported us throughout the night into the next day. In December we responded
to a 2 alarm fire in the village in which a family loss there home and much-loved pets.
Fires are devastating any time of year but especially around the holidays. The winter
season is when heating appliances get used the most and are pushed to the limit during
below zero nights. We would like to take this time to remind everyone to be careful
with heating equipment and decorations. Make sure proper clearances are maintained
and electrical circuits are not over loaded.
1

During Fire Prevention Week, the Department spends time at the schools
educating the children on fire prevention and safety. The members spend a day
assisting the elderly with installing smoke detectors and replacing batteries in existing

smoke

detectors.

In

November

the firefighters participated in the

collected over $3600.00 to help families in need.
last

year and

would

like to

This

WLNH

was twice

children's auction

the

amount we

and

raised

thank everyone for their support.

(603) 267-8333
•

•

Fax: 603-267-8337

E-mail: fire@belmontnh.org
2005
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m

m
The Department

CPR and First Aid courses to many
CPR to all students enrolled in health
BHS students have been taught CPR as part

also continues to offer

organizations in town, along with instructing
classes at

Belmont High School. Over 2,200

of their curriculum since 1982.

Our Explorer Post is currently led by Firefighter Steve Dalton with assistance
from EMT's Renee Jesseman and Erin Murphy, and there are currently six young men
and women who assist the firefighters both on the fire ground and at the station with
their duties.

This spring the State Forest Service has devised a
burning.

When we

new terms and

start issuing

burning permits

this

new

size category for outside

spring you will be hearing a few

permits will be issued for out side burning

4 categories. Category
1 being a small contained fire less than 2 feet in diameter to a Category 3 which will be
Please bear with us as we begin this new
grater than 4 feet and not contained.
in 1 to

procedure.

The following

call

personnel have logged over 300 hours of service to the town

this year.

Deputy Bradley Lawrence
Ryan Gile
Firefighter James Girard
Firefighter Albert Akerstrom
Firefighter

508 Hours

330 Hours
302 Hours
635 Hours

At this time I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen, Budget Committee
Members, Department Heads, Town Administrator and Citizens of Belmont for their
support of the Belmont Fire Department.
Respectfully submitted,

Richard K. Siegel
Fire Chief

2005
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Belmont Fire Department
Incident Date in 1/01/2005 to 12/31/2005

Belmont Fire Department
Incident Date in 1/01/2005 to 12/31/2005

c

a

B
3

Plotted pwiiits on

Grnph read from

left to right.

Period:

# of Incidents:

January 2005
February 2005
March 2005
April 2005
May 2005
June 2005
July 2005
August 2005
September 2005
October 2005
November 2005
December 2005

113

92
111

104
98
124
112
105
94
137
103
98
Total Incidents:

1,291

m

m
BELMONT

FIRE

Richard K.
•

DEPARTMENT

Siegel,

Chief

James W. Davis, Deputy Chief
P.O. Box 837 . Belmont, NH 03220-0837

Emergency Management Annual Report
2005
In the year 2005

was

Belmont Emergency Management was involved with three
a major snow storm on February 10* -11* when we received a

The
amount of heavy w^et snow that caused many power outages. The Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) cieclared Belknap County a disaster area
which allowed the town to apply for federal funds to assist with snow removal, sand,
and salt.
incidents.

first

large

In October the Northeast was inundated with a large amount of rain on the
weekend of the 7* through the 9*. Many roads were flooded and some washed out.
On Sunday morning the 8* of October with major rains still falling and many flooding
problems we received a report of heavy water running over the dams of Sawyer Lake in
Gilmanton which feeds into Sergeant Lake which was also flow^ing w^ell over the top.
At 7:00 am Sunday morning we opened the Emergency Operations Center (EOC) at the
fire station and as a precaution evacuated portions of Brown Hill Road, Fellows Mill
Road, Main and Depot Streets. Owners were notified that they could return to there
homes at 3:00 pm
The following weekend with another heavy rain hitting the area
we had more roads flooded and some sides of roads washed out. The Silver Lake area
was flooded this time due to the high water levels from the past week. Silver lake was
about 2 feet above normal level. Some portions of Gardeners Grove Road were under
water and evacuations were again recommended for this area. During these two
weekends Public Works, Police, and Fire departments. Board of Selectmen and Town
Hall personnel worked together following our Emergency Operation Plan. The Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) again declared Belknap County as a disaster
area which allowed us to apply for federal funds for road repair and labor cost for those
two weekends.
.

We

continue to update our emergency plans and will provide more training so
can in the event that a natural or man made disaster involve

we can do the best we
the Town of Belmont.
that

Ironically in

December

department heads from the
Jane

Hubbard

of

the

Town

Police, Fire, Public

Works, and Planning departments with

Hubbard Consulting were involved
(603) 267-8333
•

m

Administrator, Board of Selectmen, and the

•

in a

Table Top Training Exercise

Fax: 603-267-8337

E-mail: fire@belmontnh.org

^

2005

simulating a failure of the Lochmere dam with flooding of Silver Lake area. This was
one time where 'were tested with the real situation before the training. During the
training we again used the Emergency Operation Plan which we had used in October so
the

drill

months

went very

nicely as

we had

just

been through the actual emergency two

earlier.

At this time I w^ould like to thank the Board of Selectmen, Budget Committee
Members, Department Heads, Town Administrator and Citizens of Belmont for their
support of the Belmont Fire Department.
Respectfully submitted,
T^lcViayd

hc.

sLegeL

Richard K. Siegel
Fire Chief
Director

Emergency Management

Sargent Lake Road Photo Courtesy of Candace Daigle

2005
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m
Report of Forest Fire Warden
and State Forest Ranger
2005
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State
Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands work collaboratively to reduce the
frequency of wildland

To help us
Department
fire

permit

to

is

fires in

assist

determine

required for

with snow. The

New

a permit

all

and

risk

New Hampshire.

you, please contact your local Forest Fire
if

New

of

is

required before doing

ANY

outside burning unless the ground

Hampshire Department

is

Warden

or Fire

outside burning.

A

completely covered

Environmental Services also prohibits
the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire
department or DES at 1-800-498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information.
Safe open burning requires diligence and responsibility.
Help us to protect New
Hampshire's forest resources. For more information please contact the Division of
Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2217, or online at www.nhdfl.org.
Fire activity

was high during

the

first

of

several

weeks

of the 2005 fire season,

with

by the National Weather Service and extreme fire danger in
and central portions of the state. This period of increased initial attack
prompted a 5-day ban on open burning, the first such ban in several years.

red-flag conditions issued

the southern
activity

Despite the dry conditions, the state's largest wildland

Our statewide system
saving several

of fire lookout towers

is

fire

was contained

at 29 acres.

credited with keeping the fires small

and

due

to their quick and accurate spotting
urban interface damaged 10 structures, a constant
reminder that forest fires burn more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures
to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to their home. Precautions include keeping
your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green
space around your home free of flammable materials.
capabilities.

structures

this

season

Fires in the wildland

Additional information and

homeowner recommendations

www.firewise.org Please help Smokey Bear, your
Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
.

local fire

are available at

department and the

state's

2005
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2005 FIRE

STATISTICS

(All fires reported as of November 4.

2005)

WINNISQUAM FIRE DEPARTMENT

ANNUAL REPORT 2005
The officers and members of our all volunteer fire/ rescue department would again
extend our thanks and appreciation to the officials and residents of the towns of
Belmont and Sanbornton, and the Tilton-Northfield Fire District for their continued
support. This past year signified not only the busiest in the history of the Winnisquam Fire
Department, with 549 calls (fifty more than our previous record high), but also one of
proposed major change.
like to

A breakdown of our calls for 2005, by
Belmont
Medical

type and location,

Sanbornton
41

50
5
_5_

284

101

is

as follows

Tilton/Northfield

Mutual Aid

(©
elmont police Bepaitment
3n

Virtus ^robitasqtic
Virtue and Honesty in Duty
(Officio

Department
2005 Annual Report
Police

This year has again been an active year for the Belmont Police Department.

The Department has handled an increase
This

year,

our

officers

spent

of calls totaling 8,484 Calls for Service.

many hours on some

significant

criminal

investigations that have led to several convictions. These investigations have gone

from

property crimes such as thefts to crimes against persons such as assaults, sexual assaults

and

child abuse crimes.

One such

case that recently v^ent to court v^as a tool theft ring.

This case

involved hundreds of man-hours involving several jurisdictions, investigating the
crimes and processing and inventorying approximately $90,000 - $100,000 worth of
recovered property. This

the largest recovery of stolen property in the

is

Belmont Police Department. The four men pled guilty

memory

of the

to a variety of charges.

new and replacement crime scene equipment to
Our officers are continually training and receiving
we continue to provide quality services that the

This year, our officers received

help them better perform their jobs.
specialized training to ensure that

Town of Belmont has come

to expect.

been working closely with other town agencies on our
Emergency Operation Plan. The time spent on that proved worthwhile as during the
early winter, a major fire occurred on Route 3. This stretched emergency services but
agencies were able to draw from established resources and recovered as quickly as
possible while preventing unnecessary injury. In the fall the Emergency Operation Plan
was again put into place when heavy rains caused flooding in our local rivers. Our
officers again worked hand in hand with firefighters, public works and the Office of the
Board of Selectmen in handling the emergency and restoring the Town back to normal

Our department has

with as

little

disruption.

Our employees

also

work with

the public

WLNH

on

from Senior
Auction and drug prevention

projects ranging

Christmas Children TV
to our involvement with the Law Enforcement Explorer Program.

Dinners, Toys for Tots,
talks,

also

138

Police Explorer Program is for young adults aged 14 - 20 that have
Enforcement.
These young adults assist our police officers perform
an interest in
traffic control at events, such as parking for the NASCAR races and Old Home Day.

The Belmont

Law

Our

Post

was recognized by

year as one of the recipients of the

Town

Belmont
"Volunteers of the Year" and by the Daniel Webster Council, Boy Scouts of America as
this

of

the "2005 Public Post of the Year".

We

have updated our web site so that you will be download pistol permit
applications and report request forms with more to come. You can also find out more
about the Belmont Police Department with more to come as time permits.

The Belmont Police Department strives to provide quality services to both
and visitors alike but we cannot do this alone. If you see something that is not
quite right, if you notice or witness a criminal act, or would like to work with us on
making our community safer, please contact us immediately.

residents

We look forward to serving you

in 2006.

Sincerely,

&hief0^incentA. oSaitxxhetti

Vinnie Baiocchetti
Chief of Police

10'^

Annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day

MARK YOUR CALENDAR'S - LAST SATURDAY IN JULY 9;00AM TO NOON
The Board of Selectmen would like to thank all Belmont residents who participated
Annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day. There were 170 participants
that brought their household contaminants for proper disposal. Seventy nine of the
participants had never contributed to the collection in the past years.
in the

household hazardous material, old computers and monitors where
also collected from Belmont residence only. Proof of residency was required as there was
additional cost to the Town for the proper disposal.
In addition to

remember that LATEX PAINT AND HOUSEHOLD BATTERIES ARE NOT
HAZARDOUS. To dispose of latex paint properly let it air dry or mix it with kitty litter
and dispose of it with your weekly trash. Household batteries made after 1996 do not
contain mercury and are no longer considered hazardous.
Please

Contamination of our natural environment
disposal of household hazardous waste.

is

a very real threat

from the improper

Many of the common products that we purchase

and use daily in our kitchen, bathrooms, yards and garages are considered household
toxins and can cause respiratory problems, burns, poisoning, nausea, headaches, and
dizziness if handled incorrectly.

The 2005

collection

you can spare about one or two
Brenda at the Town Hall.

July 29, 2006.

please

call

If

of time

on

this

amazing event

full

day,

Selectmen would like to recognize those individuals and thank them
for their efforts of volunteering in helping to make our environment safe.

The Board

of

Brenda Paquette,

Richard Siegel, Site Coordinator

Tom Murphy

Pleasant "Bill" Oberhausen

Dana Chase
David Russell

Bob Bennett,

A special thanks to the

(Public

Belmont

Works

Fire

Coordinator

Murphy
Domia Shepard
Shawna Amaral
Erin

Director)

Department

Site

for the use of their facility.
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Current Use Assessment Ranges
In accordance with State of New Hampshire Current Use Booklet

FARM LAND
FOREST

$25

-

$425 per acre

Forest Land with Documented
Stewardship

UND

$130 per acre

Forest Land

$126

-

$191 per

White Pine

$73

-

Hardwood

$15

-

$44 per acre

$62 $94 per
acre

Other (Including Naturally Seeded
Christmas Trees)

$49

-

$94 per acre

$99 $150 per
acre

acre
-

-

All

UNPRODUCTIVE LAND

Including Wetland

$15 per acre

Summary

of Current

Use

Town of Belmont 2005
Total Acres

Classification

Farm Land
Forest

Land

Forest

Land w/ Stewardship

Unproductive Land
Current Use Totals

Number of owners in Current

Total

Total Acreage

RSA

Use:

removed from Current Use

in

2004

hereby declared to be in the public interest to
encourage the preservation of open space, thus providing a healthful and attractive outdoor
environment for work and recreation of the state's citizens, maintaining the character of the
79-A:l Declaration of Public Interest.

It is

and wildlife resources. It is
open space due to property
taxation at values incompatible with open space usage. Open space land imposes few if any
costs on local government and is therefore an economic benefit to its citizens. The means for
encouraging preservation of open space authorized by this chapter is the assessment of land
value for property taxation on the basis of current use. It is the intent of this chapter to
encourage but not to require management practices on open space lands under current use
state's

landscape,

and conserving

the land, water, forest, agricultural

further declared to be in the public interest to prevent the loss of

assessment.

^'

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT - 2005

^
Tax Exempt Properties 2005
Owner/Location
Belknap County 4-H Fair Assoc.

Map &

Acreage

L&B

Lot

Assessed Value

5.65

205-018

192,800

Belkanp County 4-H Fair Assoc, Land

7.76

205-020

42,100

Belknap County 4-H Fair Assoc, Land

6.58

205-016

46,200

Belknap County 4-H Fair Assoc, Land

7.5

205-017

45,400

Belknap County 4-H Foundation, Land

59

210-029

101,300

43.78

210-030

103,900

4.53

124-021

1,816,800

3.32

212-065

176,900

1.3

122-045

881,400

7.3

122-117

329,000

1.33

in -042

224,400

5.2

217-087

665,300

11.4

110-006

513,200

2.94

122-022

653,500

1.4

120-002

158,300

1.5

117-004

115,800

5.6

201-012

261,400

3.5

201-014

23,600

Belknap County 4-H Foundation, Land

L&B
L&B
Catholic Church Parish, L&B
Catholic Church Parish, L&B
Central Baptist Church, L&B
Central Baptist Church, L&B
Faith Christian Academy, L&B
First Baptist Church, L&B
Genera Corporation, L&B
Belmont Elderly Housing,

Inc.,

Belmont Historical Society,

Lochmere

Village District

NH Public Utilities, Land
NH Public Utilities, Land
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of,
NH, State of.

DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,
DOT,

Land

1

237-019

90,200

Land

2.48

126-016

107,700

Land

0.66

241-007

15,000

0.368

230-039

125,300

Land

1.9

224-020

38,900

Land

0.91

224-043

75,700

Land

0.22

224-044

41,600

Land

0.28

122-083

53,800

Land

1.7

122-074

273,300

Land

1.55

122-060

91,900

Land

0.46

122-071

67,900

Land

0.25

122-066

12,900

Land

L&B

1.2

204-022

46,500

Land

0.3

205-067

20,900

Land

0.33

217-094

2,400

Land

0.057

230-038

19,800

Land

0.11

243-030

6,600

L&B

23

235-033

693,400

Land

1.4

115-005

47,100

2005

i

Tax Exempt Properties 2005
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of, L&B
NH, State of, L&B
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of, Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of, L&B
NH, State of. Land
NH, State of, L&B
NH, State of, DOT, Land
NH, State of, DOT, Land
NH, State of, DOT, Land
NH, State of, DOT, Land
NH, State of, DOT, Land
NH, State of
NH, State of, Dept of Safety
Province Road Grange, L&B

3

Shaker Regional School

District,

Shaker Regional School

District,

Shaker Regional School

District,

Shaker Regional School

District,

South Road Cemetary,

L&B
L&B
L&B
L&B

L&B

Water Resources Board, Land
Water Resources Board,

Winnisquam

Fire

L&B

Department,

L&B

©
TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS - 2005
DEBITS:

Unredeemed 1/1/05

2005

2004

2003

& PRIOR

(B
Town

Belmont
2005 Tax Assessment

Town

Share of Rate:

of

Town of Belmont
Qualify! ng Veterans per RSA
& Cheryl
Ackerman, Suzanne & Wendell
Akerstrom III, Albert & Sheila
Albanese, Herman & Jean
Alberigi, Gene & Lillian
Allen, Roger & Jeannine
Arata, Angelo & Elaine
Arey, Bruce & Beverly
Abbott, Steven

Ash, Cynthia
Ashton, Dana & Marjorie
Badger, James & Jean
Baird,

Hugh &

Baker, Judson

Patricia

& Gladys

& Margaret
Ballantyne, Robert & Patricia
Ball,

John

Barker, Ronald

& Natalie
& Cary
Barrett, Kenneth & Gail
Bartlett, Gordon & Martha
Barnard, Lloyd
Baron, Diane

Batchelder, Stuart

& Margaret

Batstone, Richard

72:28

Bloom, Gregory
Boiko, Patricia

Bolduc, Marilyn
Bolsterle,

Hov^ard

Borchert, Walter & Gloria
Bourbeau, Oscar & Paula
Bourque, Maurice & Martha
Bourque, Diane
Bourque, Doris

& Claire
Braley, David & Elaine
Bricknell, Steven & Carolyn
Briggs, Edward & Cheryl
Brooks, Robert & Grace
Brooks, Samuel & Pearl
Brown, Norman & Shirley
Brown, Dale & Alice
Bro\A-n, Edward & Cynthia
Brown, Howard & Sarah
Brown, Richard & June
Bragg, Philip

Brulotte,

Raymond

Burke, Robert

Beaman

Butler, Bradford

Ralph J.
Bean, Sidney
Beaudoin, James & Pamela
Beaudoin, Walter & Mary
Beaulieu, Charles

& Ida

Anna

Bedard,

Beekman, Helen
Beetle, Harvey & Evelyn
Belowski,

Adam &

Beverly

Bernard, Ellen

Arnold & Steven
Harry & Marion
Betourne, Arthur & Rosela
Bessette,

Bethel,

Bickford, Larry

& Janet

Binette,

Donald

Binette,

Richard

&

Barbara

Roland
Blaisdell, George & Marylou
Blanchette, Roland & Leatrice
Bleau, Dennis & Elaine

Bjelf,

& Susan

Bonnette, Kenneth

Beach, James
Sr.,

& Martha

Butler,

& Lois

Rov

Caddell, John

& Jane

Cahoon, Marie
Caldon, Leslie & Judith
Caldon, Winston
Callioras, Peter

Campbell, Francis
Canepa, Lucille
Canfield, Alexander & Phyllis
Canfield, Douglas & Kathy
Cannon, Robin
Cardinal,

Aime

& Mary
Cashman Jr., John & Katherine
Cartier, Louis

Cass, Melvin

&

Nathaniel

Cassavaugh, Kirkman & Shirley
Cassidy, John & Virginia
Chagnon, Lucien & Nancy
Chapman, Douglas & Mark

2005

^

m
Town of Belmont
Qualifying Veterans per RSA
Charter, Walter

Rudolphe & Michelle
Ronald & Eileen
Drouin, Laurent & Joan
Dubois, David
Duggan, William & Barbara
Duixham, Harland
Dupont, Lawrence
Eastman, Pauline
Eastman, Clifford & Antoinette
Ekberg, William
Elliott, Larry, Sharon & Stacey

& Shirley

Dion

Chase, Alfred & Lorraine
Chase, Robin & Peter
Cherry Sr., Joseph & Sandra
Chick, Alan
Christy, Milton & Susan
Clairmont, Lawrence

&

Diane

& Marie
& Janet
Clark, Robert & Janet
Clark, Ronald & Alma
Clifford, Thomas & Carol
Colburn, Stanley & Marie
Collins, JoItii & Constance
Collins, Richard & Annette

Clark, Kit

Clark, Richard

Conant, Richard

&

Sr.,

Drolet,

& Mary

Clairmont, Philip

72:28

Elliott,

Richard

& Elsbeth

&

Dorothy
Farmer, Edward & Laurace
Estes, Jack

Fitts

Jr.,

Merrill

Fitzbag, Robert

Fogg, Richard
Fogg, William

Esther

& Ruth
Contois, Matthew & Im Suk
Cook, Leon & Hazel
Corbin, Robert & Constance
Constant, Leander

Fogg,

& Glenice

& Karen

Woodbury

& Dorothy
Maurice & Beulah

Foley, Forrest

Fontaine,

Corriveau, Vesta

Foote, Arnold

Cotnoir, George

Foote, Daniel

Couris, Charlotte
Cox, Donald & Antoinette

Fortin, Maurice & Simonne
Fortin, Roger & Carol

Cox, Larry

Fowler, Barbara

Coyman Jr.,

Terrence
Crevier, Kenneth & Teresa

French, Steven

Cronan

Gallant,

Jr.,

Roland
Alonzo & Gladys
Gamblin, Philip & Rae
Fuller

James

Crosson, Paul & Marie
Croteau et al, Maureen
Daley, John
Davies,

Gail

& Theodore

Garrant, Leon & Kathleen
Gerbig, Gregory & Michelle
Gibbs, Bruce & Margaret

& Priscilla
Davis, Spencer & Dorothy
Deane, John & Frances
Davis, Scott

Gibbs, Marion
Gibbs, Robert

Decato, Dennis

& Lorraine
Gilman, Murray & Jean
Giunta, Edward & Hertha
Given, Helen & John
Glass, Rodney & Vivian

& Kathryn

Gilbert, Albert

Deforge, John & Noreen
DellaRoco, Frank & Rita
Deschenes, Jules & Lorraine
Dion,

Thomas &

Gargano, Sandra

Thomas

Desrosiers, Roger

Jr.,

Garfield,

& Susan

Decelles, Michael

& Jean

& Nancy

Godbout, Wilfred

Aime

2005
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Town of Belmont
Qualifying Veterans per RSA

72:28

& Brenda

Golden, Nancy

Kenney, Claude

Goodnow, Martha

Kilgore,

Grant, Donald

Guinard, Beverly

& Joyce
& Susanne
Kurkowski, Fretierick & Teresa
LaBranche, Michael & Susan
Labrecque, Henry & Anita

Gureckis, David

Lacasse, Richard

Guyer, Frances
Hamel, William & Betty
Hamlin, Donald & Elizabeth
Hammond, Janice & Robert
Hanley, Thomas & Linda
Harper, Howard & Carolyn
Harper, Robert
Hatch, Paul & Diane
Heath Family Trust
Hemmel, William & Diana
Henchey, Harold & Barbara
Hess, Stephen

Lachance

Kincaid, Richard

& Mary
Greenwood, Raymond & Margaret
Grojean, Richard & Lorraine
Greenwood

Sr.,

Robert

& Glenda
Hiller, Kathleen & Richard
Hilliard, George & Ruth
Hoey, John & Barbara
Hoey, Phyllis & Elizabeth
Hill,

Stanley

Hoey, William
Hubbard, Gary & Tracy
Huckins, Roger & Georgette
Hutchinson, Walter & Janet
lantosca, Michael & Ida

& Judith
& Barbara
Mark & Joan

Jacques, Richard
Jalbert,

James

Jenkins,

Johnson, Hazel

Johnston Jr., James
Jordan, Richard & Linda
Joyce, Michael & Kathleen
Keeler,

Henry

Kelley,

James

Mary

& Mona
& Frances

King, Ronald

Jr.,

Clement

& Priscilla

Lacroix, Robert

& Cathy
Laliberte, Raymond & Lillian
Lang, Partricia & William
Langlitz Sr., Fred & Bura
Lahue, Jackie

Laplante, Errol

LaPointe, Peter

& Jewel

Laramee, Paul & Paulette
Laramie, Armand & Linda
Laraway, Perley & Delia
Larose, Lydia
Laurencelle, Marguerite & George
Lavature, Marion

Lawson, Edward & Gail
Leclerc, Roger & Bonnie
Lecomte Family Trust
Lemay, Robert & Claire
Lemien, Fred & Denise

Lemmon, Wade &

Christine

Lewandoski, Alexy
Lewandoski, Chester & Joan
Lewis Jr., Charles & Irene
Loring, Jerome & Kelly
Loy, Frankula
Lund, Bruce
Lyman, Glenn
MacBrien, William

MacDonald, Elw^ood & Georgette
MacDonald, Clyde & Sandra

Kelley, Michael

MacFarland, Jean
Maher, Thomas

Kellow, Claudette

Mai one, Kenneth

James & Bernadette
Kennerson, John & Sandra

Manley, Arnold & Alfreda
Marchand, Gendron & Jeanne

Kelly,

2005

Town of Belmont
Qualifying Veterans per RSA

72:28

Marcoux, Joyce & Robert
Marden, Lewis & Shirley
Maroni, Bruce & Starla
Marrone, John
Marsh, Eric
Martines, Frank & EHzabeth
Mason, John & Connie
Mathena Jr., JB & Claudia

Oberhausen, Pleasant

Mayo, Robert
McAuley, Kathleen
McCormack, Joseph

Paquette, John

McCown, William &

Oliver, Alfred

& Janet

Olmstead, John & Grita
Osborne, Roger & Deborah
Ouellette, Grant
Ouellette, Kenneth
Palmer, Doris
Paquette, Gregory

& Rita
& Margaret
Donald & Sandra

Parent, Harry

& Marlene

Percy,

Perkins,

Mark

McNamara, Richard

Perkins,

Maxwell

McSheffrey, Neil

Peterson,

Gail

& Karlene
& Helen

Menchin, Joan
Menchin, Joan & Keenan, Edward
Merrill, Evelyn
Merrill, William & Carol
Miles, William & Barbara
Miller, John
Mills, Lawrence & Beverly
Mitchell, Ronald & Geraldine
Mooney Jr., James & Daw^n
Mooney, Arthur & Nancy
Moulton, Donald & Bonnie
Murphy, Leo & Elizabeth

& Pauline
& Mary
& Rachel
Naiva, Frederick & Denise
Newlen, Marjorie & Kelly
Nickerson, Mary & Jordan, L.
Nitz Jr., Robert & Rosemary
Murphy, Thomas
Murray, Martin
Nadeau, Andre

Nix, Alvin

Noddin

Jr.,

&

Anne

Charlie

& Teresa

& Gisela

Peterson,

& Julia

Raymond & Ellen
Ward & Cynthia

Phillips, Albert

& Shirley

Phippard, Elva
Pilliod, Judith

Pinette,
Pinette,

& Kelly
Rick & Beth
Kevin

Plourde, Shirley

Plumer, John

&

Denise

Poire, Stasia
Porfert, Frederic

Poudrier, Raoul

& Diane
& Dorothy

Pugh, Donald & Frai\kie
Pupko, Michael
Racette, Robert
Reed, Isabella
Richard, Joseph
Ring, Peter & Caren
Roberts, Ira

& Norma

Roberts, Suzanne

Robertson, Richard & Judith
Robinson, Paul & Marcia

Noel, Lincoln

Romano, Peter

Normandin, Michael & Barbara
Noyes Sr., Neil & Elsi

& Judith
Rueffert, Gustav & Barbara
Rupp, Edward & Patricia
Ryder, Peter & Geraldine
Sails, John & Eleanor
Salta, Elizabeth & Barrett
Sanborn, Dennis & Sharon

Noyes, Neil & Ellen
Noyes, Ralph & Jeanne
O'Keefe, Robert & Marion
O'Neill, David & Kathleen
Oberhausen, Teresa

Rouleau, Louis

2005

Town of Belmont
Qualify ing Veterans per RSA
Sanborn,
Sargent,

& Nanette
Richard & Cecil
Todd

Saunders, William & Linda
Sawyer, Janice
Schumm, Richard
Scott, Arthur & Frances

John & Elizabeth
Seamans, Robert
Scott,

Sedgley,

Norman & Karen

Sevigny,

Gwendolyn

Sharpe, Doris

Henry & Marilyn
Simond Jr., Maurice & Virginia
Shute,

Simoneau, Arthur
Simpson, Bruce & Laura
Sirles, Chester
Smith, Michael & Joanne
Smith, Wayne & Nina
Snow, Robert
Soucy, Roland
Sperandio, Beatrice

Germain, Robert & Susan
Stevens, Robert & Jo Anne
St.

Stewart,
Stitt,

Voliotis,

72:28

Tom

& Rosemary
Waldron Jr., Ernest
Watson Jr., Albert & Joann
Waitt, Alfred

Watson, Joseph

& Carole
Wederski, Nancy
Weeks, Herbert & Betty
Watts, Robert

Weeks, Marcus & Natalie
Welch, Ford & Betty
Welcome, Paul & Pamela
Wiggin, Wayne & Roberta
Williams, Colin & Lena
Winch, Russell & Ellen
Wojas, John & Linda

Woundy,

Brian

& Cheryl

Yelle, Kevin & Cynthia
Young, Margaret
Young, Paul & Betty
Youtsey, David & Marion
Zabka, Ronald & Rose Mary
Zacko'w.'ski,

Christopher

Desmond

Robert

Sturtevant,

&

Alberta

Wesley

& Lorraine

& Ann
& Jol-m

Sumner, Richard
Sykie, June

Szarejko, Richard

Tanny, Burton & Marilyn
Threlfall, Terry & Doiina
Timberlake, Sean
Tuck 111, Harrison & Diane
Turcotte, Norman & Theresa
Turner, Gerard & Helen
Tuttle, Hazel
Twombly, Barbara
Vachon, Peter

& Jeannette
Varney, Edward & Bette Jean
Veloski, Robert & Kathy
VanHagen,

Philip

Vincent, Michael
Viollette, Valerien

m
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Watch for our redesigned website
www.belmontnh.org

Incorporated June 24, 1869

at

